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Interstate Commerce ComIs Valued at $100,000 by
by Correspondent of
to United States Are
mission Promoted.
Sound, Alaska.
New Mexican.
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designated

judges. Judge Carland of South Dakota is a Democrat.
His appointment makes the complexion of the
commerce court three Republicans
and two Democrats.

White Confirmed,
12. Edward
Washington, Dec.
Douglass White of Louisiana, associate justice of the Supreme Court,
was confirmed today by the senate to
be chief justice of the court The
confirmation of two newly appointed
associate Justices will follow later.
Lehmann Also Confirmed.
Ttoo 19
Th Senate
Wochinirtnn
today confirmed the nomination of
Frederick W. Lehmann of Missouri
to be solicitor general of the United
States, succeeding the late Lloyd W.
Bowers.

White's Selection a Surprise.'
The announcement that Justice
White will be the new chief justice
undoubtedly will cause some surprise
because it had been generally understood that Justice Charles B. Hughes
was slated for that honor.
In the last two or three days, however, it became known that a change
in the head of the supreme court slate
,
might be made.
Some of the President's closest advisers argued with him that Justice
Hughes' experience at the bar had not
been sufficient to warrant his promotion at this time to the highest judicial position in the country. They
claimed that Mr. Hughes' reputation'
as a lawyer had been gained prinv
cipally in his conduct of two legislative investigations.
They agreed with the President that
everything pointed to a most brilliant
career on the bench for the former
governor. At the same time they of-- J
fer the argument that Justice Hughes
was the youngest man on the bench
and that his opportunity for promotion would come later when he would
have the advantage of maturing ex-

perience.

It seen that the President sees in

Mr. Hughes the qualities that he believes essential in a chief justice.
Young, vigorous, possessing great executive ability and with progressive
ideas, Mr. Hughes was looked upon
as the man who could do much to
bring reform in judicial procedure in

Governor

Mills is

expected

home

this afternoon from Las Vegas.
Territorial Funds.
Territorial Treasurer M. A.
remit- today received the following
tances: From James A. Baird of
Otero county, $7,540.62; Thomas

!

i

Special to the New Mexican:
Silver City, N. M., Dec. 12:lteports
today received from many of the
of this county Indicate
that
lne Democratic county convention to
be heId her 011 next Thursday will
be fairly well attended and it Eeems
sure that the fourteen delegates to
the Santa Fe convention will go instructed to cast the full vote of the
delegation in favor of the party sup- the
port:ng the constitution. At
Democratic primary held in the city
na here baturday evening a motion
was carried unanimously that the 27
delegates to the county convention
go uninstructed, which means that
a majority are in favor of the constitution. The Silver City delegation
wil1 compose about
of the
of
convention, and being composed
many of the strong leaders of the party, such as Hon. A. II. Harllee, CounTerritoty Chairman Colin Neblett,
rial Chairman W. B. Walton, Hon.
N. White, who was defeated by a
narrow margin for delegate to the
constitutional convention by Hon. W.
D. Murray, County Treasurer
SOn Agee, Hon. J. L. Burnside,
who
sought the Democratic nomination for
delegate to the convention, and other
prominent leaders, all of whom it is
understood will work actively for the
constitution, it is to safe to predict
that the county convention will be
overwhelmingly for the constitution.
It is also believed that Hon. F. J.
Davidson, present, representative in
the legislature from this county,
whose home is in Pinos Altos, will
join other prominent leaders in the
party for the constitution. Both of
the local papers are heartily in favor
of the adoption
of the constitution
and will carry a great influence with
the voters. It is also understood

Colfax county, $12,557.04 ; Game
Warden Thomas P. Gable, $:!6.
Arrest By Mounted Police.
A.
Mounted Policeman Apolonio
Sena reported today to headquarters
the arrest near Las Vegas of M. Martinez. accused of cattle stealing. Six
cows with the brand changed, and two
carcasses, are reported to have been
found.
National Guard ' Inspection.
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes who
has returned from a National Guard
inspection tour that took in Carlsbad,
Artesia, Roswell and Clovis, is much
pleased with the condition of the militia organizations at those points, especially the first three mentioned. The
battery of artillery at Roswell is the
pride of the department. Its gun- sheds, built with money raised by
citizens of Roswell
notes, have been declared to
be the finest in the United States.
The equipment which includes four
three in guns is valued at $100,-00by Captain Murray.
Clerk in Surveyor's Office,
Ernest E. Epperson today succed-elaunch Fort Liscum and others are
Miss TJrna Holcomb as clerk in
safely housed at Ellemar.
the office of the territorial engineer
at the Capitol. Mr. Epperson was
FUNERAL OF VICTIMS OF
in the Santa Fe census office
clerk
BERNHARD TRAGEDY.
and later was employed in the office
John Feagle, Hunter and Trapper, Ar- of District Clerk Frank W., Shearon
until recently.
rested in Connection With
Murder.
Kansas City, Dec. 12. John Feagle BALDWIN ESTATE IS TIED
UP INDEFINITELY.
hunter and trapper, whose home is
half a mile from the Bernharu farm
in Johnson county, Kansas, where Seventeen Year Old Daughter Born that the three Republican candidates,
Out of Legal Wedlock Makes
,
Hons. Matt. Fowler, Judge M. W.
wirs. Emily Bernhard, George
Fight for $3,000,000.
Porterfield and Frank R. Coon, will
her son and Thomas Morgan
and James Graves were murdered,
Join hands with Hon. ',&rau N. White,
was arrested in connection with the
Los Angeles, Calif., Dec. 12. The the defeated Democratic candidate
crime early today and placed in iail
Anita Baldwin Turnbull, for! in supporting the constitution. While
at Kansas City. He told the police filhfof
s
share in the eleven million none of these gentlemen have yet
of
conflicting stories regarding his rela- dollar estate of the late E. J.
(Lucky) openly announced their intention
tions with the Bernhard family, ad RaiHwin hoo-ndesiring
hofnro Tiiftiro Rivea supporting the document,
mitting that he had quarreled with land a jury in the superior court to-- i first to read and study it carefully, it
them.
diFeagle's story however,
The contestant was born in this ia generally understood from their
rected suspicion toward another man, day. 17
years ago and the birth cer- - private talks that they are in favor
and further arrests are expected to- city
tificate on record here gives the moth-- ! of it and will likely stump the county
day. The funerals of the victims will er's name as Lillian A. Ashley and
advocating its adoption, in the event
be held today.
the father's name Elias Jackson Bald- - a fight is made by opponents. With
Bloody Garments Found.
win. It is claimed that Mrs. Ashley the above support, coming from the
Kansas City, Dec. 12. A bloody and Baldwin were
living under what influential leaders of both parties,
pair of overalls and shirt were found the former at the time supposed was
including all of Grant county's dele--a
the
by
police today in the home of
common law marriage agreement, gates to the convention, the constitu-th- e
John Feagle. The bloody garments
original of which is said to be in tion W0lIia carry by a four to one vote
were concealed in a closet.
the hands of H. A. TJnruh, executor jn
county
of the Baldwin estate The distribu-- j
sentiment in
There
wag a
TAMMANY HALL IS
tion of the estate to the heirs which
eectioa Q a,
fop
DAMAGED BY FIRE. woo auuut lvj uc mauc 10 uuw iicu ujj tMa
state officers by a popular vote and
indefinitely.
this having been connected by the
an
Old
Land
in
Mark
New
Wigwam,
Republican majority in the convenYork, Set Ablaze By Cigar
LEADERS
SOME DEMOCRATIC
the people as a rule seem' satisStump.
FAVOR THE CONSTITUTION tion,
fied with the constitution. Some disNew York, Dec. 12. Tammany Hall,
is felt over the failure of
the "Wigwam" home of the famous
Associated Press Dispatch From Al- appointment
the convention to embody the initiaorganization known as the
buquerque Declares They Think
tive, but since the return of the deleTammany
Society, was partly deThat Voters Should Decide.
gates and the people have come to
fire
stroyed by
today. The greater
understand the situation, this disappart of the damage was caused by waN. M., Dec. 12. A!
is merely nominal, and will
ter. A dance was given last night by Albuquerque,
lead- pointment
vote.
a social club in the ballroom of the number of the Democratic party
of have but little effect upon the
favor
in
ers
declared
have
publily
In
hall and it is supposed that a lighted
force
The
controlling
principal,
ot
because
and who
the
of the constitution is that the
favor
cigar or cigarette left in one of the the constitution,
fact that some of the Democratic
boxes in the gallery started the blaze.
people of this county, with but few
county conventions favor the constiThe damage is estimated at $25,000.
are in favor of and deexceptions,
matter
the
tution, advocate leaving
and this overstatehood,
manding
ot approval or rejection to the indivt
shadows any faults that may be found
dual Democratic voters.
with the constitution as framed. The
voters feel that we should secure at
CHARGES AGAINST SENATOR
once
and believe
LORIMER NOT SUSTAINED.
that this is possible at this time, and
on Privileges and under a constitution that will afford
a safe and workable scheme of govElections of Sei.jte Exonerates
ernment. The people of this county
Illinois Statesman.
have always been fair and conservaMarines
on Cobras
Revolting
tive, and haven't yet reached that
12.
The
Dec.
Washington,
Island Have Laid Down
of the Senate committee on stage where they cry out against anyTheir Arms
privileges and elections which inves- thing proposed, which may have been
tigated the charges against Senator suggested by political oponents.
Lorimer today, voted unanimously to constitution will be voted uts from
20 CIVILIANS FATALLY KURT report to the full committee that the the standpoint of merit and a desire
for statehood at the earliest time,
charges have not been proved.
-
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this country.
The President has been careful in
making his selections of judges and
he finally was impressed by the objection of Inexperience of Justice
Hughes, especially on the bench, Always coupled with the criticism of
Mr. Hughes was the highest praise as
a man and as an associate justice. No
appointment the President has made
has caused more favorable comment.
The opposition to Mr. Hughes at Fortress Practically Destroyed
this time on the ground of inexperiby Storm of Shots From
ence came not, only from the PresiLoyal Ships.
dent's advisers in Washington, but
also from the bar and from the judges
Rio Janeiro, Dec. 12. The revolting
of the supreme court and it is not
believed they took any part in the marines on Cobras Island formally
arguments placed before the Presi- surrendered today and fresh government troops occupied the barracks.
dent.
two hundred rebels were killed
About
Justice
Eliminating
Hughes and all
suggestions made from outside the and twenty citizens were fatally incourt, President Taft, it is said, turned jured during the scout ship's bomnaturally to Justice White. In doing bardment of the city, the scout ship
so he disregarded all political con- Rio Grande DuSul taking part in the
siderations. Justice White is a Demo- mutiny. The rebels gave up the fight
when the ammunition was exhausted
crat and was born in Louisiana.
He was appointed to the supreme The material damage to the city is
court by Grover Cleveland and is 65 not great, but the fortress on Cobras
Island was practically destroyed by
years old.
the shells of the shore batteries and
Educated By Jesuits.
.
Chief Justice White, who is a Ro- the loyal ships.
man Catholic, was educated at Mt.
St. Mary's near Emmitsburg, Md., ton, D. C. He' was United States
later at another Jesuit college at New Senator from 1891 to 1894 until an.
Orleans and still later at the Jesuits pointed aBoclate Justice of the U, S
supreme court.
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JUDGE COOLEY SAYS
OLD WESTERN DAYS OF PISTOL
CONSTITUTION WILL CARRY.
SHOOTING ARE RECALLED.
Ramon Jimenez and Cleofes Jime
Judge A. W. Cooley, former mem- nez were held for the action of the
ber of the supreme court of New Mex- grand jury in $1,000 bond by Justice
ico, and previously a member of Presi- Alarid this afternoon on the charge of
dent Roosevelt's tennis cabinet In shooting at Jose Lucero and Bernabel
Washington, was in El Paso Thurs- Armijo with a deadly weapon Saturday night from his home in Alamogor- - day night.
do, accompanied by Mrs. Cooley and
The two young men were arrested
their daughter. They remained in El
by
Deputy Sheriff Baca. It is charged
Paso until Saturday morning, when
that one of the bullets struck Armijo's
they left for Silver City, where Judge left
hip, producing a slight flesh
Cooley goes for his health. He has
been spending the summer in High wound. The affair occurred on lower
San Francigco street, but just what
Rolls, Otero county, and is considerprecipitated the fusillade ot bullets,
ably Improved.
Judge Cooley, who for It is said several were fired wide
was forced to quit the bench
last of the
mark, could not be ascertained.
spring, owing to his failing health,
has not sinca been much interested
in politics, but is pleased with the HARVARD AND PRINCETON MAY
PLAY AGAIN NEXT YEAR.
constitution proposed for New Mexi
co.
Boston, Dec. 12. A definite move"I think the constitution is . a
footgood one," he said, when seen at the ment for a Harvard-Princeton- Orndorff hotel, "and I believe it will ball game in 1911, probably at Princebe ratified by the people of New Mex ton, has been started by the athletic
ico."
authorities of both institutions.
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Archbishop Pitaval Also Takes Recommendations for Extension
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cient Church.
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Washington, bee. 12. The Presi- Seattle, Dec. 12. Nothing has been
dent today sent to the Senate these received this morning from the steam
nominations: Chief Justice of the U. ship Olympia, which went on the
S. supreme court, Associate Justice rocks on the southeastern
end
of
Douglass White of Louisiana; associ- Blig Island, Prince William Sound
ate justices of the U. S. supreme court, Alaska, during a furious storm
early
Judge Willis Vandevanter of Wyom- yesterday morning.
There are good
and
ing,
Judge Joseph Rucker Lamar reason however for believing that all
of Georgia.
For judges of the new of her one hundred and six pascourt of commerce: Martin A. Knapp, sengers have been
saved, as when
now chairman of the Interstate Com- last heard from
the steamers and
merce Commission, for a term of five launches were
hurrying to her rescue
years ; Robert W. Archbold, now U. S. from Seward, Valdes and
Katalla.the
district judge for the middle district
still prevailing at that time and
of Pennsylvania, for a term of four gale
the steamer pounding badly.
years; William H. Hunt, now judge of
Saved by Wireless.
the court of customs appeals, formerSeattle, Dec. 12. The Olympia carly U. S. district judge for the district
a wireless apparatus, and it was
of Montana, for a term of three years; ries
a due to the coolness and the nerve of
for
Emmett
John
Garland
two
term
Julian Operator Hayes, who stuck to his
of
year;
W. Mack, now judge of the appellate post and worked under the greatest
court of ,the first Illinois district, for difficulties, that the calls for assista term of one year. For members of ance reached the naval station at
Commis- Cordova and the peril of the pasthe Interstate Commerce
sion: B. H. Meyer of Wisconsin, and sengers was made known.
Vessel Total Loss.
C. C. McCord of Kentucky. The apValdez, ,Dec. 12. The passengers
pointments to the Interstate Commerce Commission are made to fill were taken off at four o'clock yesterthe vacancies caused by the elevation day afternoon, together with the mail
It is feared however,
of Mr. Knapp and the forthcoming re- and baggage.
tirement of former Senator Cockrell that the vessel will be a total loss.
All Saved.
of Missouri.
Valdez, Alaska, Dec. 12. All passAdditional Circuit Judges.
of the wrecked steamer OlymWashington, Dec. 12. The mem- engers
bers of the new commerce court are pia have been saved. Some of them
were brought here by the government
as additional
circuit
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Washington, D. C, Di e. 12 A vear
wasningion, uec. iz. ine annual! iiniitv is iu ieasi or uur i,aiiy ot
report of Attorney General Wicker- - Guadalupe, patron of the Mexican a so the iiseal records of the postal
sham presented to Congress today, Is repubiie and American in general and
service disclosed a deficit of sevenone long story of frauds against the patron of the famous old and beau-- :
the
government.
tiful church of Our Lady of Guadalupe teen and a half million dollars,
in
the
of
the
their!
largest
history
ob-in
this
country.
'
city. The feast is being
Trusts, so called and real,
In the space of twelve months a realleged conspiracies to defeat the law; served with due solemnity,
of
duction
eleven and a half millions
j land
frauds, customs frauds, frauds. Solemn vespers was held at Giia-- '
ou me internal revenue,- - reuiues, dalupe church at 6:.10 p. m. yesterday has been made in this deficit, the exbucket, shops and fraudulent uses oflWiiPn the novena of nine days in hon-- j cess of expenditures over receipts as
rrporttd for the year ended .Tune 30,
the mails have made 1910 the most!,,,. 0l- our Lady was closed.
last, amounting to only
strenuous year in the history of ttie
At night, bon fires all over the city
It is most gratifying to report that
Wicker-Mr.
of
justice.
department
showed that the warmth of the devo this
reduction
has
unprecedented
sham states that only the earnest and' tion of the Blessed
Mother is still felt been made without
any curtailment
enthusiastic work of the men of his in the breasts of the devout.
of postal facilities. On the contrary
force has made the work successful.
This morning Guadalupe
church the service lias been largely extend- "The salaries paid are small," he was
the mecea of those who wished ed.
in previous years to
says, "and the funds available for to observe the feast and the church reduceAttempts
a deficit by restricting
the
not
the
do
counsel
special
permit
was not only filled bu many people development of the postal service
" """ "
''"'Ulc"1
y"1" stood outside of it.
have invariably failed. The policy of
..
parison wiin inose mereu iy private
t .. m : r. t ....
Tlin .,.r.;n .Un.
...!f.t unaer- tVlrt
interests. But notwithstanding these
f
out
80ft
,0SSfS
the
w,pe
r1oW
of
by
the
of
!iKhtf"'
nlyriiuIs
obstacles the department is" fortu- x
business
..le lines,
the
postal
was
along
profita
a.nd
sanctuary
the
to
able
secure
t!Trs
been
in
rat
having
111118
enlarging ine neparr-o- f
services of earnest and competent uiieu wnu priests irom various parts H,lu 11,1111
the territory, fourteen or more at-- Tncnt's income to reduce as far as
lawyers to whose ability and indus
the services. His Grace, the I'ossible the rate of expenditure by
try are due the very large measure tending
out wasteful processes,
by
of success that has attended the man- Archbishop, was the central figure inputting
'
the
and rendering more cf-9 a. m.
which
at
simplifying
ceremony
began
agement of the legal business of the and which
consisted of blessing two fective the methods of handling poa
government during the year.
side altars one dedicated to the Holy tal business, and by raising to the
of
the
"Prosecution for violation
and the other to the Sacred highest possible standard the effi-- :
t
law were foremost in the Trinity
of officers and employes.
Heart of Jesus.
j ciency
work of the year. Actions, says the
Every practicable measure has been
this
beautiful
Following
ceremony
now
are
underway
attorney general,
solemn high mass was celebrated. His ,aken d'mnf? the year to accelerate
or pending against the following
Grace presiding as he occupied the tl,e movement of ,nfi mails. The more
trusts:
beautiful throne which had been do- luickly mail matter can be handled
Tobacco Trust.
nated by Mrs. Miera of this city. The,he ,PSS PPensive is the process.
Standard Oil Company.
which was appropriate of the 1:iys of anv k,n(1 are costly, for they
Sugar Trust.
that must be
was preached by the Rev. rps,1,t in complaints
occasion,
Hai iiman Lines.
Charles
of the Cathedral par !Kiven attention- - a"(1 the time thus
Bobst
Hard Coal Trust.
consumed is a source of heavy loss.
Ish. It was an elonnenf
Powder Trust.
The department has accordingly deof
are
to
Catholics
devoted
why
Mary,
St.
of
Terminal Railway Association
the Mother of God. Tlis Grace follow voted itself with great earnestness to
Louis.
ed with a few words, complimenting the work of increasing the efficiency
Towing Trust, on the Great Lakes.
of the mail service,
this
James A. Patton and others for an the congregation for the donation of the surest method of considering
the
posmaking
the
beautiful
and
altars
to
other
gifts
cotton.
elleged corner in
the church and telling them of the de- tal establishment
Beef Trust.
Extension of Service.
light it gave him to sea the devotion
Wholesale Grocers Trust.
The department's present policy, as
manifested to the Mother of God.
Butter and Egg Trust.
the
The officers of the mass were cele- - already indicated, is to extend
Brick Trust.
service as rapidly rs is warranted by
"
Rev.
Pari
Sean
of
brant,
Gilberton,
Bath Tub Trust:
and to accom-Pugen- s
The following convictions were se- Las Vegas, deacon; Chancellor Joseph Increasing population,
the curtail-deaeoand Rev. Albert Castanie sub-- P,isn its savinP8. not
cured and fines imposed during the
p
Arch-- ! mpnt of Ps,a' facilities, but hy
Those
the
attending
year:
in a niore systematic nnd
,lng
were
Rev.
Besser,
Anthony
Paper Trust, fined $57,000.
of Guadalupe church of this ness"'ike m"1"161" the constantly
Night Riders, fined $3,500.
In fur
and
Rev. Edward Paulhan,
of Pan(llnS volume of the mails.
Window Glass Trust, fined $10,000.
therance of this policy there were
After the attorney general's report Pecos. Rev. Julius J. Hartman', aspastor of Guadalupe church, tabllshed during the year over 1,500came from the press, however,
the
ncw
wmie tne rural deiivNaval
American
Stores Company, was master of ceremonies.
em Was
atly extended by
Rev. Peter Plants
of Chaperito enLSys
known as the Turpentine Trust, and
were convicted of and Rev. Carlos Bobst who preached Ptng into operation 515 new routes,
six
mlloi.
t
law. Two the sermon, sat in the sanctuary, traV.ersing altocther
violations of the
of the individual defendants sentenc- making in all nine priests taking part
lists of the Civil Service Comed to three months each in jail and in the ceremonies, with the Arch gible
mission over 1,800 postoffice clerks
fined aggregating $17,500 were im- bishop presiding.
to enlarge the working forces of city
The Music.
posed.
Prosecutions of the Sugar Trust for The music for the mass was excep-- ,Bfta.
,.. 00
Q
frauds upon the government in the tionally beautiful It was Dumont's
wag
gerv1oe
BtrenstnPt,ed bv ne a
for
of
raw
recovered
sixth
weighing
sugar
mass, in Plain chant, and the
of abollt 750 empoves, a ,
Con- choir rendered it brilliantly. This is pointment
the government $,135,363.88.
, ,k
,
',..
victions and sentences of individuals the first time, it is said, this mass has
s
service
Tho
ate
eIipiWe
still fresh in the public mind, were been sung ,n Santa Fe. Miss Gerish
saIaHeg of the npw civiI.SPrv)oe m.
secured.
l,'1St' aCQUUted herp1ves appointed during the year ex- Most extensive of all frauds against lSJTTl
jeceded $2,000,000.
the government yet discovered, are
Students Celebrate.
Not only were these numerous apthose in the undervaluations of An entertainment was given in hon- pointees placed on the rolls, but the
The
United
into
States.
the
imports
ior of Our Lady of Guadalupe by the department made liberal increases in
extent of the treasury losses can
of St Michael's College last the
compensation of emploves already
ly be conjectured. Every step of the night in the spacious study hall and in the
service. About $1,750,000 was
investigation shows fresh leads.
it was an excellent musical and ora- expended in advancing the salaries
There are now suits under way to torical soiree.
number of the of postoffice clerks, while the comrecover $700,000 of which the customs program was Every
warmly
applauded, but pensation of city letter carriers was
revenue is said to have been de- in justice to the musicians
and orators raised to the extent of $1,226,000.
frauded in imports ot cheese and figs it must be said that the
three
Railway mail clerks received increasfrom Mediterranean ports, indictments
Brothers, Antonio, Alfredo es or salary aggregating nearly $250,-00are pending and some convictions and Luis won
the highest honors, for
have been secured. A highly organ- their exceptional talent
for music is
All increases in the
compensation
ized system to defraud the govern- undeniable.
of postoffice employes were based on
ment has been disclosed.
a recently adopted system of efficienMore than 30 individual
indictcy ratings that has had a most benements are pending against persons
ficial effect on the service.
charged with smuggling with "sleeper
The department favors liberal comtrunks." Offers of compromise
and
for its employes, believing
pensation
for
in
are
the hands
prayers
immunity
that the higher efficiency secured unof the attorney general from several
IS JAILED der this policy is sure to justify the
firms of importers who have confessresulting increase in expense.
ed to frauds in undervaluations..
the generous action taken
"The conditions disclosed seem to
in this regard last year was largely
indicate a very general practice of Ordered by Judge Landis
responsible for the effective
undervaluations," says the attorney
the department received from its
Produce Certain Papers
general," and a very lax administraoffloeis and men throughout the countion of the customs laws in the past,
and Documents
try in cutting out wasteful expendiwhich has subjected the government
tures and making the postal service
to a very material loss of revenues.
A general investigation into the sub- SECRET SERVICE EXONERATEO gcnera'ly more efficient.
Second Class Mall.
ject of frauds by undervaluations has
In the last annual report of the
of
only commenced, and this branch
department special attention was dithe subject will now be pressed vig- Charges of Jury
Tipping Against rected to the enormous loss the gov
orously."
Charles F. De Wood Unernment sustains in the handling and
The attorney general recommends
transportation of second class mail.
founded
that a general immunity statute, such
Owing to the rapid increase in the
as exists under the interstate comvolume of such mail the loss is conmerce laws, should be enacted to apChicago, Dec. 12. Mrs. Alien Chris- stantly
growing. A
should be
ply to criminal prosecutions general- topher, the government's
witness promptly applied byremedy
more
onsuch
a
statute
but
should
ly,
says
against the alleged book trust, today postage. In levying thecharging
higher rates
ly protect a witness from the conse- was ordered committed to Jail with
it is believed that a distinction should
quence of the testimony he is about her attorney John A. Brown, sMntil be
made between advertising matter
to give.
they produced certain papers before
Twenty-fiv- e
criminal indictments the federal grand jury. At the same and what Is termed legitimate reading matter. Under nresent enndf.
charging rebating and other illegal time. Judge Landis of the federal
an Increse Tn the
discriminations are pending against trict court, declared that the accusa
Fuomgc
reading
railroads, private corporations and tions of Mrs. Christopher and her Such an matter is not recommended.
increase would place a speTwo convictions with j counsel in his court on
individuals.
Saturday, that cial burden on a large number of secfines were secured during the year.
Charles F. DeWoody, head of the De- ond class
publications, including eduLand frauds, are probably entitled partment of Justice secret service
cational and religious
to place with the customs frauds and here, had
periodicals,
off
tipped
grand jury set
violations of the
law. The crets, were without cause, reason or that derive little or no profit from
It is the circulation of
department won signal victories dur- justification. Mrs. Christopher told advertising.
this type of publications, which aid
ing the year against unlawful fenc- the court on. Saturday that she had so
effectively .in the educational and
ing of the public domain. In 38 civil withheld corroborative documents be
moral advancement of the
people,
cause DeWoody gave grand jury inContinued on Page Five.
formation to interested parties.
(Continued From Page Five.)
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latter purpose are paid out chiefly for
the bent-fi- t of a comparatively small
class of publishers, while the appro(Continued From Page One.)
priations annually granted to maintain
that the government can beat afford and extend the rural delivery system
to encourage.
For these publications are expended in the Interests of a
and also for any other legitimate read- vast population. The advantages of
ing matter In periodical form, the de- rural delivery are such as to warrant
partment favors a continuation of the its further extension even at a conpresent low postage rate of one cent siderable loss to the government. It
a poutd, and recommends that the Is believed, however, that without
proposed increase In rate be applied checking the proper development of
only to magazine advertising matter. this branch of the postal service a maThis plan would be In full accord terial reduction can be made in the
The conwith the statute governing second rate of expense incurred.
class mail, a law that never Justified, solidation during the year of the star
the Inclusion under the second class route and rural delivery systems will
rates of the vast amounts of adver-'- , undoubtedly acomplish much in this
tislng now transported by the gov-- ; direction. For some time past these
two systems have provided practicalernment at a tremendous loss.
In view of the vanishing postal de-- : ly the same kind of mail delivery, but
ficlt it is believed that If the maga- as they were managed quite independzines could be required to pay what ently of each other much duplication
it costs the government to carry their of service resulted. Under the plan
advertising pages the dopartment'9 of consolidation recently put into efrevenues would soon grow large fect the important postal facilities
postage onj provided by these two systems can
enough to warrant
be extended with less expense to the
first class mail.
Newspapers are not included in the government, and with a probable gain
plan for a higher rate on advertising in efficiency.
matter because, being chiefly of local
Postal Savings System.
distribution, they do not employ the
The board of trustees created by
mails to any such extent as the wide-l- y the act of June 23, 191ft. to control,
circulating magazines.
supervise and administer the postal
Under the system proposed it will savings system has made substantial
be possible, without increasing the progress In perfecting a plan of opec
expenditure of public funds, to utilize ation.
for the benegt of the entire people
a most careful Investigation
that considerable portion of the pos-- andAfter
numerous conferences with leadtal revenues now expended to meet
the board unanimously
the cost of a special privilege enjoyed ing bankers
decided to adopt the plan of using
by certain publishers.
certificates of deposit instead of pass
Experiments made by the department show that the relative weights books.
In order to make the first trial of
of the advertising matter and the
legitimate reading matter carried by the new system as comprehensive as
magazines can be readily determined, possible under the limited appropriamaking it a simple matter to put Into tion provided by Congress a single
successful operation the plan outlined. postomce In each state and territory
Under that plan each magazine pub- has been selected at which postal savlisher will be required to certify to ings deposits will be received from
the local postmaster, In accordance the 1st of January next.
with regulations to be prescribed by The amount appropriated for the
the department, the facts necessary first year of the system was only
to determine the proper postage $100,000, and from this sum must be
charges. The method of procedure paid all the expenses of equipment, inwill be worked out In such manner as cluding the engraving and printing of
to Insure the dispatching of the mails forms, certificates, bonds', etc., as well
as expeditiously as at present.
as the cost of clerical assistance for
Rural Mail Service.
the conduct of the postal savings busiNext to the heavy loss resulting ness. Owing to the smallness of this
from the low postage rate on second appropriation it has been impossible
class mail, the principal inroad Into thus far to establish postal savings
the profits of the postal service is repositories in the large city
that made by the excessive cost of
The offices designated are
rural delivery. The large expenditures all of the second class. In their sefor rural mail service are far more ction it has been the purpose to
Justifiable, however, than are the choose communities In which the conmuch heavier payments required to ditions are exceptionally favorable for
meet the losses incurred on account the development of a postal savings
of second class mail.
Millions of business. Most of them are industrial
s
dollars disbursed each year for the centers where
will be
I
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A large
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Postal Note.
patronage of the service is expected
It is again recomeneded that con- Santa Fe People Must Recognize and
from foreign born Americans in these
Heed It
cities who are now remitting consid-- ; gressional authority bo secured for
the
issue
of
In
fixed
orders
money
sums
to
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erable
native countries
usually in the form of money orders. amounts not exceeding $10, to be Kidney Ills come quietly mysteriMany of the places selected, particu- known as postal notes and to be pay- ously,
But nature always warns you.
.
larly those in the west, are not ade- able on presentation at any
Notice the kidney secretions.
This
would
a
with
provide
other savings
quately provided
simple
See if the color is unhealthy
institutions. The work of furnishing and inexpensive means of transmitIf there are settlings and sediment.
the necessary equipment to the
ting small sums and would therefore
Passage frequent, scanty, painful.
selected and thoroughly in- render less frequent the sending of
It's time then to use Doan's Kidney
and postage
structing the postmasters and their bills, coins,
stamps Pills,
r.ssipt-'.ntIn the operation of the througa the malls, a practice
that
To ward off Bright's disease or diasystem will consume several weeks, results in many losses and curtails
but eery effort will be made to have much expense on the department in betes.
Doan's 'have done great work In Santhe designated offices ready to receive their investigation. Toitil notes
of
deposits by January 1. It is probable this kind should be issued without ta Fe.
that the plans devised for the new wiritten application, and the name of
J. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz St., Santa
post til savings system will bo given the payee and the paying office Fe, X. M., says: "I have used Doan's
at least a month's trial in the origi- should be left blank, to be entered Kidney Pills off and on for two years
t
nal
offices before others by the
who could
thus and they have done me a world of
are added to the list, although it is provide purchaser,
good. A dull pain in the small of my
improper payment.
against
rr.pectcd that the number of offices
It is believed that postal notes back, sometimes extending Into my
will be largely increased before the
could be profitably sold for lower fees bladder caused me a great deal of
end of the current fiscal year.
particularly when I took
than are charged for money orders. suffering,
cold. I was bothered mostly in the
Parcel Post.
This fact and the greater facility
The lecommendation made in the with which they could be purcha- winter, and in addition to the pain
in my back, there were symptoms of
last annual report of the department sed would undoubtedly give them a inflammation of the bladder.
The
for the introduction of a limited par- wide popularity.
kidney secretions were highly colored
The Franking Privilege.
and when passed were attended with
cel post service on rural routes is
The unrestricted manner in which a scalding pain. I never used another
earnestly renewed. It is believed that
f.s soon as the postal savings system the franking privilege is being used remedy that acted as satisfactorily as
's thoroughly organized the postoffiee by the several federal services and Doan's Kidney Pills. They proved to
department should be prepared to es- by Congress has laid in open to se- be just the medicine my case requirtablish throughout the country a gen- rious abuses, a fact clearly establish- ed and the complete cure they brought
eral parcel post. As the preliminary ed througgh investigations recemly l'f.s led me to recommend them on
step in the development of such a instituted by the department. While more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
service it is hoped that Congress will it. has been impossible without a bet
authorize the delivery on rural routes ter control of franking to determine: cents.
Co., Buffalo,
of parcels weighing as high as 11 trie exact expense to the government New York, sole agents for the United
pounds, which is the weight limit for of this practice there can be no doubt States.
the international parcel post. This that it annualy reaches into the mil
Remember the name Doan's and
form of service can be conducted with lions. It is believed that many abu- tufce no other.
little if any additional expense to the ses of the franking system could be
It will not require the
government.
If you want anyrnrng on eartn try
appointment of more carriers, for
a New Mexican Want Ad.
(Continued on Page Six.)
those already employed have the necessary equipment in the way of horses
and wagons to distribute the parcel
as well as the ordinary mail. Rarely .1
is the latter of sufficient volume to
New Mexico Military Institute
take up more than a small portion of
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,
the mail space in the carrier's wag"The West Point of the Southwest."
on.
A rural parcel post of the kind
proposed, if sucessfully conducted
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
would probably lead to a more generArmy Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
al system. Before the parcel service
"A."
Is extended to the whole country,
Through Academic course, preparing youn
however, definite Information should
men for college or for business life. Great
be obtained as to the nature and volamount of opon air work. Healthiest location
ume of the business to be handled.
of any Military Schooi Id the Union. Located
It Is accordingly urged that in conon the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
junction with the experiment on rural
spot of the West ul an e'evatlcn of 3,700
routes a further inquiry be authorized
feet above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
by Congress in order that the departIttle rain or snow during session.
ment may be in a better position to
Kleven Officers and Instructors, all gradudevelop the system on conservative
lines and that a special appropriaates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
!
tion for the inquiry be granted at the
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed and modern lr all respects.
REGENTS
E. A. Cahoon, President; W
US .'V
G, Hamllrou, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Sectary, and W
post-office-

post-unice- s

s

forty-eigh-

FosteT-Milbur-

n

$ if;
Si--

if'- -

under ditch,
to
per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, $60.00 to $175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.
R.VOFIKS,

i
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AND
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prism, needing capital Moneyed : men: are
SMALL
Invited tocorreapond with us.
;
SMALL.
IF Y3U NEED mfHING II NEW MEXICO, LET US HEMt FROM YOU.

For Backache, Rheumatism, Kidney and Bladder Disorders. Do not risk
having Bright's Disease and Diabetes. Commence today and be welL

11

Flnlay
For particulars
address.
COL.

ai illustrated catalogut
JAS. W. WILL80N.

Superintendent.

THE CAPITA!. PHARMACY.

2700 Different Gifts From Which
Tr

Mexican Drawn Work

NECKWEAR.

w

Handkerchiefs, Doilies, Centerpieces
collars, dresser scarfs etc.
Nothing could be nicer to send to
friends in the East.
i

Latest Persian effects
Individual Xmas Boxes 65 & 75c. oa"
Lace tabs; tabs cf lawn, fancy
stocks; embroidered collars.
Latest persian silk scarfs
$1.00 &$150
Silk Mufflers for men
65c & 75c
Phoenix knit mufflers
35c & 50c
Silk Ties for Men, Women and Children in
exquisite designs.

JABOT-

S-

DOLLS DOLLS DOLLS
Different Kinds of Dolls ranging in price
rc to sicoo

Select

To

LEATHER GOODS
Genuine Leather Hand Bags
$4.50 to $6.00
WHY PAY MORE?
Tmitation Leather Bags from
50c to $2 00
Hand Embroidered Bags
:
50c to $2.00
Miss's Purses
15c to 35c
Traelinsr Cases: Medicine Hasps: Hollar
& Cuff Boxes; Every
thirg in Leather
'
Novelties

27

Tiny Dolls; Big Dolls; Dressed Dolls; Undressed Dolls;
Doll Heads.

TOYS

HANDKERCHIEFS

CHILDREN'S TOY DISHES, TIN AND CHINA.

IMPORTED BY US DIRECT FROM ST .GALL.
SWITZERLAND AN EXTENSIVE ASSORTMENT.

Doll Buggies and Perambulators.
Games of all Kinds for All Ages.
Mechanical Toys; &ir Ships,
Trunks, Houses, Furniture, Telephones, Stoves.
In fact, there is nothing that goes with the most extensive
Toy Department in any city store which you Vill not find
here.

Silk Handkerchiefs for Men
35c to $1.00
Linen Handkerchiefs for Men and Women
5c to 35c.
Also, Handkerchiefs for the Children.
A fine line of Initial and Embroidered Handkerchiefs
for ladies.

BOOKS
BOOKS MAKE EXCELLENT XMAS GIFTS.
Beautifully bound Classics, Bibles, Poems, Gift Books.
Popular Fiction, Newest Editions.
Children's books in infinite variety.
Our Illustrated Gift Books are exquisite.

FANCY CHINA
beautiful pieces in
d
and imported
Salad Bowls, Bonbons, Nut Bowls, Cups, Saucers, Plates,
Steins, Vases, etc.
AIpo some exquisite statuary and ornamental China.
Many

hand-painte-

Toilet Articles and Miscellaneous Gift Suggestions
OPERA
MILITARY

'

CLA-S-SE.-

Musical

Instruments Violins,
Guitar,
Talking Machines.

Accordeons,

toilet

all
set j,

set-s

shaving

SILVERWARE

SET-S

kind-- and price-framed pictured.

AN ABSOLUTELY NEW LINE OF
CALENDER-INDIVIDUAL BOXE--

FUR

SET-S

- - - -

COME AND
SPEND THE DAY

$5.00 To $7.50
$2.00 TO $5.00
s

s

1

5C

To 3 5C.

$5.00 To $25.00

W
vv

0

ME-S-

BAG

S SOLID SILVER

DOROTHY DAINTY

HAIR

BOW--

RIBBON-SET-

- - $500

- - - -

BOW AND SASH SETS

40C To 60C.
$1.50 To $3.00

House Slippers, Ladies' and Gents"
Individual Boxes

Silk

Socks, 3

pair to a box, assorted colors

Special Price $1.50.

All the Christmas Accessories found here, such
as Christmas Tree and House ornaments,
Holly paper, boxes, Festoons, Garlands, etc.

TpOWW

$1.25

CUT
GLASS

ND &

Co,

tMwwtf
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. 1L

closed the doors to the
SOCIETIES
press but this did not make much
difference as their caucuses were held
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
only to make political medicine. In
MASONIC.
other deliberate bodies it is custom- PAUL A. F. WALTER,
FRANK P. STURGES,
Vice President, ary to hold sittings of the committee
Editor and President.
Montezuma Lodge No
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasureof the whole behind closed doors, but
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
this was not the case in the constitu- j
mar communication!
Entered as Second Class Ma tter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
tional convention at Santa Fe. where
first Monday of eac:
month at Masonic haJ
.I3 5n the committee of the whole and all!
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
nailv Kix months bv mail
were as open to
at 7.30 p. m.
committee
sessions
.25
Daily per week by carrier
2.00
H. H. LORMAN,
75 Weekly, per year
the public an to the press as were
Daily, per month, by carrier
1.00 the formal sessions of the convention.
65 Weekly, six months
Acting Master
Daily, per month, by mail
60 It is true, the Democratic convention
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
in Arizona made several efforts to ex ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1.
clude press representatives ana new
R. A. M.
executive sessions, while the caucus
Regular cod
to
Mexico.
is
sent
It
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New
vocation second Monday w
was more secret than a Masonic coneach month at Mason.c
every postoilice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation clave, but that has nothing to do with
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
New Mexico, whose convention
proamong the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
8. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P
ceedings were published to their minutest detail in the daily papers of VBTHUR S3ELIGMAN, Secretary.
Santa Fe. Albuquerque and Las Vewill
gas. A much better excuse
Santa Fe Commandeiy Nc
the
have to be found for opposing
1, K. T. Regular conclave
BUSINESSMAN.
A CLEAN-CU'creasing the efficiency of the service convention than the lie that it was for- in eac?
iSJ i fourth Monday
reviews the work al- - mUjated in secret
)tgm 'month at Mfl'onic Hall
Attorney Louis D. Brandeis, in nisi Mr. Hitchcock
accomplished looking to the es
- ready
7:30 p m.
fight on the railroads, recently brag- tnblishment. of nostal savings banks.
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
FORESTRY.
SCIENTIFIC
ged that he could save the railroads A tria of the Rew systera win be
Recorder.
E.
GRIFFIN,
a million dollars a day if they would made
Secretary of Agriculture Wilson In
beKinnillg jaiumry 1, 1911, at
between
But
him
bragging one p0stoj-u.only let
jn eacn gtate and terri- his anual report promises that in the
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 2
and accomplishing, is often a wide tory of the Union, Raton having been future more attention will be paid to
Ancient and Accepted
Uth
Vncle Sara, however, has at selected for New Mexico. The amount
degree.
gulf.
a
to
be
seems
reforestration, which
Scottish Rite of Fiee Masonry meet
iue urau ui ma imsiuimc
by Congress tor this trial better idea than withdrawing
appropriated
,m the third Monday ol each montD
a man, who is accomplishing the featlwas ?100i0oo.
All of the offices se- - forest lands from
Re- at 7:30 o'clock in the evening it
ot cutting down tne postal ueucu
a
for the trial are of the second fraDotni,'nn
m
m,cV,o,i
kited
ei,m,i,i
ia
''-""',
..
otir.li mnnth anil
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza
at .
!Un
class wage earners oeing particular- - determination to make good
what
Scottish Rite Masons are cor
...... ."uu6
Visiting
,e
It is expected that the the hand of man has waated ln the
ly benefitted.
dially invited to attend.
He is doing this for a salary of a few new postal savings system will be ex
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
thousand dollars a year and all sorts tended to many other offices before past.
Some interesting results of scientiVenerable Mastei
of political cuffs and gibes thrown in- the end of the current fiscal year.
fic forestry have been collected by D. HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
He would be worth
to the bargain.
recomA renewal of the previous
E. Hutchins in a report on a plan to
Secretary.
a gold mine to any large railroad or mendations for a limited
parcel post reforest Cyprus. The German forests
which
corporation,
manufacturing
service on rural routes is made. Mr.
that Hitchcock expresses the hope that covering about 35,000,000 acres, yield
would appreciate services of
B. P. O. C.
kind most substantially, but he is en- Congress will authorize the delivery $110,000,000 a year, and under the rapFe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. H
Santa
listed in the army for the common on rural routes of parcels weighing id increase of area and productiveness holds its regular session on the ec
ingood. His annual report just made as high as eleven pounds. This scheme importation of $80,000,000 of timber
nnd and lourth Wednesday of eact
public, gives a glimpse of a depart can be put into operation with little to Germany will soon be unnecessary. month. Visiting brothers are invited
The
of
forest
the
spruce
Erzgebirge
ment whose work and intricate rami- if any expense to the government.
A. J. FISCHER,
nd welcome.
fications exceed those of the great-Exalted Ruler
A recommendation is made
that' Mountains, supplying 2128 cubic feet S. D. SENA,
est business enterprise on earth and! Congressional authority be given the per acre from growing stock, seems
Secretary.
to lead in
touch most intimately the one hunyield. This land
department for the issuance of pos-- ! is worth notaverage
more than $1 an acre for
dred million people of the United tal notes in amounts not
exceeding
nights of Pythias.
States.
ten dollars, at a lower fee than is ordinary farming or pasturage, but
Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights ol
Santa
annual
a
In commenting upon the reduction charged for money orders.
net
of
$9
about
gives
profit
Regular meeting 1st and 3d
referred to above Postmaster General
thinning Pythias.
Mr. Hitchcock believes that many an acre from the judicious
in month at 8 o'clock ln I
Tuesdays
Hitchcock says in this report:
abuses of the franking system could out of timber. In France the coni O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit
"It is most gratifying to report that be prevented, with marked economy, ferous forest of Besancon gives a net
Invited to attend.
this unprecedented reduction has been by supplying special official envelopes income of about $16 an acre. A young Ing Knight's
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
made without any curtailment of pos- and stamps for the free mail of the' forest
acres on Mount i'OHN K. STAUFFER. BC R. 8.
of 1950
tal facilities. On the contrary, the government.
In the present, circum-- : Ventou in Provence, planted between
service has been largely extended.
stances, it is impossible to determine 1863 and 187S, is not only already pro-th"The policy of the present adminisF. W. FARMER.
cost to the government of the fitable, yielding a return of about
tration has been to wipe out losses franking privilege, but if it were $14,000 a year, but has quite
Homestead No. 7829.
business
by increasing the postal
about by such a plan as Mr. formed the neighboring
Brotherhood of American Yeoman
country.
along profitable lines, and while thus Hitchcock suggests it would be possi- Springs have reappeared, with
Meet Second and Fourth Thursdays,
enlarging the department's income to
to determine definitely the cost stored
f
Delgado's Hall.
fertility, and this has been
reduce as far as possible the rate of
free mail for all execu-- ; lowed by a remarkable increase in
H. Foreman C. G. Richie,
carrying
expenditure by cutting out wasteful tive departments and for the Con- - the value of the lowlands.
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy Farmer.
processes, by simplifying and render gress.
more
effective
of
the
methods
ing
It is indicated in the report that
of
The Democratic Daily Record
handling postal business, and by rais- the crusade by the postofflce depart- Roswell is vigorously urging the adopPROFESSIONAL
ing to the highest possible standard ment against the fraudulent use of the tion of the constitution.
It says:
the efficiency of officers and employes. mails has been pushed with
"It 'will be a terrible mistake for
great
"The more quickly mail matter can vigor. During the last few months
the Democratic party to declare
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
be handled the less expensive is the the
principal officers of 34 corpora- against the constitution, especially so
process. The department accordingly tions 'and firms have been placed un- should it afterward turn out to be
PAUL A. F. WALTER
has devoted itself with great earnest der arrest for
the public our only chance of securing stateAttorn
ness to the work of increasing the by this method. swindling
hood. That the constitution will reNew Mexics
efficiency of the mail service, consid
"It is estimated," the report says, ceive a good majority in Chaves Santa Fe,
ering this the surest method of mak "that the eighty important cases re- county is made manifest by yestering the postal establishment self cently brought to a head represent day's action. It is believed that it Chaa. F. Easley,
Chas. R. Ea6ley.
supporting."
Estancia.
Santa Fe.
swindling operations that have filched will receive similar majorities in the
The department's policy is to
EASLEY & EASLEY,
from the American people In less than other counties in the Pecos valley."
the service as rapidly as is war a decade fully $100,000,000."
Attorneys-at-LaIts contemporary, the Republican
In
ranted by increasing population.
Mr. Hitchcock strongly urges that, Roswell Register-Tribundeclares:
furtherance of this policy, 1500 new the entire postal service be taken
"From the fact that only seven
WILLIAM McKEAN
were established during out of politics. He
postofflces
Democrats in Chaves county had the
says:
Attorney-at-Lathe last year and 515 new rural de
"The recent order of the President desire to line up against the
and Land Law.
Mining
livery routes traversing altogether
on the recommendation of tion at the convention the other
New Mexico.
Taos,
12,235 miles, w-- :
instituted. Nearly the department, all assistant postmas- - u may be concluded that after all day,
the
3,600 new employes of various class- ters was an
important step in the Democrats are just as good patriots
es were placed upon the rolls of the
C. W. G. WARD
right direction. As a still more im a? anybody. else, and that they certain-portan- t
department, whose aggregate salaries
Territorial District Attorney
reform,
postmas-- ly have the sense when they are nak-terpresidential
were more than $2,000,000 annually.
of all grades from the first class ed to want the first suit of clothes For San Miguel and Mora Counties
IiTaddition to this sum, $1,750,000 was to the
Las Vegas,
New Mexico
third, should be placed in the! offered them."
added to the salaries of postofflce classified service.
This action, which
clerks, $1,226,000 to the salaries of let is earnestly recommended would un- Much ado has been made in eastern
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
ter carriers, and $250,000 to the sala- questionably result in a still
better: as well as western newspapers,
Attorneys-at-Laries of railway mail clerks. All inof service."
ly Democratic, about the brevitv of
Practice in the District Courts a
creases in salary were based upon efA general extension of the civil the Arizona constitution.
The New well as before the Supreme Court oi
ficiency ratings.
service rules to fourth class postmas- - Mexican has received a copy of that vJie
territory.
In the discussion of second class ters is recommended,
although some) document and finds that it is fully as Las Cruces,
New Mexlce
mail, Postmaster General Hitchcock disadvantages have
in the lonS as the New Mexico constitution,
developed
out
constant
the
points
growth of this application of the civil service rules jTt nas between 20,000 and 25,000
class of matter. It is carried at a to postmasters of that class.
RENEHAN & DAVIES
words, and covers twenty-fiv- e
columns
loss, and he urges that a remedy
A. B. Renehan
E. P. Davlei
In conclusion, Postmaster General;01 the Arizona Republican.
con- It
should be promptly applied by charg- Hitchcock
Attorneys at Law.
expresses the hope that:tains such beautiful flowers of rhetoing more postage.
Practices In the Supreme and Dla
uiiBitss win see its way clearly to ric which may mean nothing or may
"In levying the higher rate." the
granting an annual leave of absence mean everything: "A frequent re- irict Courts. Mining and Land Law 8
report suggests, "it is believed that of 30 days to postoffice
r currence to fundamental
clerks,
principles is specialty. Office in Catron Block.
a distinction should be made between
New Mexico
carriers, and to railway postal essential to the security of individual Santa Fe
advertising matter and what is term- clerks who are required to work six rights, and the
perpetuity of free goved legitimate reading matter.
days or more a week throughout the ernment." It is noticeable' however,
E. C. ABBOTT
"Under present conditions an in- year.
that the recurrence to fundamental
Attorney-at-Lacrease in the postage on reading matPractice n the District and Su
principles in the constitution itself is
ter is not recommended.
Such
an NO STAR
extremely rare, while the wandering preme Courts. Prompt and careful
CHAMBER
PROCEED.
increase would place a special burden
away from such principles is charac- attention given to all business.
INGS.
on a large number of second class pubThe Tularosa Valley Tribune is one teristic. How apt the exclamation: Santa Fe,
New Mexice
lications, including educational and re- of
the few newspapers violently op- - "What fools these mortals be!"
ligious periodicals, that derive little
G. W. PRICHARD
or no profit from advertising. It is ijusiug me constitution. Its main
Arizona's election will take place
for re3ectinS the fundamental
Attorney and Consellor-at-Lathe circulation of this type of publica- formuateJ. is this: "Reject it on February 6, the vote will be canPractice in all the District Courts
tion, which. aids so effectively in the!laW
nono
i
vassed on the third Monday after nd gives special attention to caset
j j ... ...
educational and moral advancement of , it. iica "l
clandestine,
the people, that the government can
way in which the election and allowing four days before the Territorial Supreme Court.
best afford to encourage.
For these it was made. Honest men who are for the certificate to reach Washing- Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M
publications, and also for any other bent on serving the people
whose ton, it will be March 2, before the
EDWARD C. WADE
legitimate reading matter in periodic- - suffrage placed them in positions of constitution can be laid before Conal form, the department favors a
never. never seek to shun publi- - gress. But two days will be suffiAttorney-at-LaPractice in the Supreme and Dis
tinuation of the present low postage! y- - nor fear the 1Sht of day, and cient for its rejection. New Mexico's
rate of one cent a pound, and recom- - most men who seek the cover of constitution
will
reach Congress trict Courts of the Territory, in the
mends that the proposed increase in;darkness do bo with the avowed pur-rat- e three weeks before the latter adjourns Probate Court and before the V. S
be applied only to magazine
which demonstrates that despite its Surveyor General and U. S. Lanfl
of accomplishing some evil,
matter.
is Offices.
ister, selfish or devilish edsign.' Be- - conservatism, this commonwealth
. "In view of the vanishing postal' Bi(ies the people, of New Mexico not so slow after all.
New Mexico
' Las Cruces
deficit it is believed that if the maga-jhava right to know how, by what
zines could be required to pay what; influences, what methods and
R. W. WITTMAN
Here is a plan from Boston which
person-i- t
costs the government to carry their! al pull, any given measure has found is recommended to the Santa Fe guarDraftsman
advertising pages the department's its way into the fundamental law of dians of the peace:
Copies furnished of records on file
leveuues woum soon grow large the state."
to In the U. S. Surveyo" General's Office
"Boston police are commanded
enough to warrant one cent postage
New Mexico
This is a fair sample of the argu- arrest one spitter today, two tomor- Santa Fe.
on first class mail.
ments addressed to an intelligent con- row, three the next day, and so on
PROBERT & COMPANY
"Newspapers are not included In stituency. The writer
until all the people are in jail or exthe plan for a higher rate on advertis- six successive territorial has reported pectoration has sioppeu."
Investments
legislnures
ing matter because, being chiefly of in New Mexico, has
Lands, Mines, Bonds & 8tocks.
No wonder the Philadelphia Inquirsesattended
the
local distribution, they do not employ sions of
Money Loaned 'for Investors.
in other Rtaten er exclaims: "Hurrah for Boston!"
tne mails to any such extent as the and of legislatures
We have for sale general stocks of
Congress at Washington, and
widely circulating magazines."
to the Congressional Merchandise, Retail Lumber Tard and
According
i une iiisuiiice, were me proceed
Business Opportunities throughre8Ultin! Srm
h above deck and board Record, it costs $10,000 an hour, to otherTaos
out
National
of
House
the
county.
jfv.oiufcc law uu dcuuiiu ciass man as were the deliberations
keep
Repreof the
is the greatest in the postal service
Bank References Furnished.
New Mexico Constitutional Conven- sentatives in session. It cost $650 a
..tne loss on rural delivery service is
New Mexico
day to hold a constitutional conven- Taog
tion.
very considerable. The appropriations was Not a single executive session tion at Santa Fe. When it comes to
held, at no time was any one orannually granted to maintain the run
economy, Washington can evidently STANDLEY G. 8MALL, PH. G. M.
al delivery system, however, as point- dered to leave the floor. Even the learn from New Mexico's capital.
Physician & Surgeon.
caucus
or
Republican
conferences
Office 117 Palace Ave.
ed out in the report, are expended in
the interest of a vast population. Mr. were open to representatives of this
Hours: 11:00 a. m. to 12:20 p. m.
President Taft has appointed a DemHitchcock urges
the
wisdom
It is 2 to 3 p. in., and by appointment
of paper, the Albuquerque Journal, the ocrat to the chief justiceship.
of
further
nf
extension
this ' Las Vegas Optic, the El Paso Herald the first time in the history of the Residence 225 Hillside Ave.
Phone Red 43
system even at. a considerable loss to tne Denver papers and other journ- United States that a President has ap
the government. He points out, also, als, and, the caucus proceedings were pointed a person of the opposite poliJOHN K. STAUFFER
the busines wisdom of the consolida- published an unheard of proceeding tical faith to that honorable and most
tion during the last year of the star before this or anywhere else. To important position.
It argues .much
Notary Public
route and rural delivery system, the several Republican caucuses, the Dem- - for the fairness and impartiality of Office with the New Mexican Print,
consolidation havins: been the mnn ocrate were invited and one or two the President that he has broken all tng3ompaiy.
'New Mexiw
Santa Fe,
they did attend. 1 he Democratic cau- - precedents in this respect
effecting a large savings and of in- - (f
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Small Holding Claim No. 2520.
not coal.
014351
Department of the Interior.

...

iJ

thVs

I

-

--

1

PALEM.

J. B.

President.

la

BEAD, Casniei.

FRANK

nm

5

V

Assistant Cashier

KcKAKE,

a5 a szw hi Bank

OF SAfJTA FE.

fha C!;:est

Banking Institution In
Usw flcxloc. Established In 1870
Capital Stock
Undivided
and
Profits
Surplus

$150.0CC

30.000

j

5

above-mentione-

-

examine the witnesses of said clainm-ant- ,
and to offer evidence m rebuttal
of that submitted by the claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register
NotlceforPubllcatTon.
(013780.)

Coal Land Jemez Forest
Small Holding Claim No. 4372
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 9, 1910.
Notice Is hereby given that the rot
lowing-nameclaimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his c.'.arm under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
the act of February 21. 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Jt.
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on December 26
1910. viz: Maurlclo Sanchez, of Cuba,
N. M., tor the claim 4372 in Sec. 7,
T. 20 N., R. 1 W.. and Sec. 12, T. 20
N., B, 2 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
nossession of said tract tor twenty
years next preceding the survey of th
d

township, viz:

Vicente Sanchez. Manuel Sanchez,
Sam Wiggins, Ellas Sanchez, all ot

Cuba, N. M.
Anv nerson who desire to protest
against the allowance ot said proof,
or who knows ot any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
nroof should not be allowed will De

given an opportunity at the abovementioned time and place to cross-eamine the witnesses ot said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal o!
that submitted by claimant

-

x

MANUEL R. OTEKU.

Register.

PlllfiP

THE

WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

One of

the Best Hotels

Cuisire snd
Table Service
UDex

in

the West

Lsrge Samplej

Room for Commercial Travelers

celled

SANTA PE, NEW M EX I COS

WASHINGTON AVENUTS

Th Glaira

Hts!
"

HAS A ROOM FOR YOTT

WHEN IN TOWN GIVE US A CALL.
It is centrally located on th.
FREE SAMPLE ROniVI.
plaza. Steam heated with hot
. and cold water and a bath can
be had when wanted.
SPACIOUS LOBBY FOR
THE ENTERTAIMENT OF
GUESTS.

Forest.)
(013S46
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 14, 1910.
Cba-Jem-

HOTEL

Prices European Plan, $1.00

Notice for Publication.
ez

J C. DIGNE0,

(Republication.)
the
Notice is hereby given that
following named claimant has filed
notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
States., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U
S. Ct Comr., Cuba, N. M., on Febru
ary 10, 1911, viz: Celso Sandoval, of
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 4423 in
Sees. 28 and 29, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N

P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty-yearnext preceding the survey ol
the township, viz.:
Ramon Casados, Luciano Gouzales,
Cristobal Casados, Eusebio Trujillo.
all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above- mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claim
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
M.

Up

Proprietor.

MONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.

Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath and phone.
FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

THOS. DORAN

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

Proprietor.

s

CORONADH HOTEL
ONE OF THE BEST SHORT ORDER

CUISINE

AND

RESTAURANTS

IN THE CITY

--

'

'

TABLE SERVICE GOOD

LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND COLD BATHS.
ELEOTHIO LIGHTS

aElem

G. LUPE HERRERA,

1

Prop.

cross-examin-

MANUEL R. OTERO
.Register

nia-awa-

e

J.

L, S. BDGHES,

Transacts a general banking business in all its brancfio.
Loans
jj
money on the mrst favorable terms on ail kinds of
personal and ccilatcr! security. Buy and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and adij
domestic and forisjn excbanie and makes telegraphic transfer
tj of money to ali parts of the civilized warld on a.s libera terms
2 S3 are given by any money
transmiting agency public or
? private. Interest allowed on time Deposits at the rate oi tiiree
per cent per annum, on six months' r years' time. Liiwrsl
Blanca, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest 5 advances made on consignments
f livestcck ami products.
against the allowance of said proof, f The bank executes all orders of its patrons in Hie
banking line,
or who knows of any substantial rea- 2
and ainw to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
son under the laws and regulations
as is consistent with safety and the principles oi sound banU- of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be q ing. Safety deposit boxes lor re at. The patronage of the
given an opportunity at the
public U respecfully solieiteAtime and place to cross

a

g

R.

United States Land Office,
Santa Fe. N. M., Nov. 21, 1910.
Notice Is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final proof
in support of his claim under rections
16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1S91,
(2G Stats., 854), as amended by the
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
479.) and the said proof will be made
Probate
before Alfredo Montoya,
Clerk at Bernalillo, N. M., on January
9, 1911, viz: Marcos C. de Baca, of Pe-nBlanca, N. M., for the claim 2520
in sees. 35 and 30, T. 16 N., R. 5 E., N.
M. P. M. Surveyed in May 1909.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Luis Leyba, Gauro Crespin, Paz
Antonio Lucero, all of Pena,

.

suh-ros-

MONDAY, DECEMBER 12, 1910.

Kontczutna

ve.

Capital Hotol
TELEPHONE

TIME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS
The fo'lowing are the time tables
of the local railroads:
Leave

A. T. & S. F. Ry.

8.10 a. m. connect with No. 3 west
bound, No. 10 eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10
p. m.
4:00 p. m. connect with No. 1 west
bound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
p. m.
7:20 p. m. connect with No. 7 and
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 11:10
p. m.
D. & R. G. Ry.
Leave 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 7:30 a. m. conneccs with Na
34 east and 33 south and west
Arrive 8 p. m. with connection from
No. 33 east; No. 34 south and west

The quicker a cold is gotten rid of
the less the danger from pneumonia
and other serious diseases. Mr. B. W.
L. Hall, of Waverly,
Va., says:
firmly believe Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy to be absolutely the best
market for
preparation on the
colds. I have recommended It to my
friends and they all agree with me.
;
For sale by all dealers.

88

OneBwkWestot'cSpKo

BLACK

HANDSOME ROOMS
AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

ATTRACTIVE DINING
ROOM-Go- od
Service.

COURTEOUS TREATMENT!
Proprietor, Mr. L. C. KENNEDY. Santa Fe, N.

M

Wells Fargo
Oompeoi
.xpress
toersl Express f omarder'
TO.

Ill Parts of 'the Wi
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells

Ftrgc

DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'"
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS,
Payable .Throu?bmt the United States. Cscada. Vex
and all Forcigr Countries
:
KBSWTrAWCES SENT BY TELRRR A PH
J- -

D. BARNES.

Aoent

.

i

MONDAY,

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, &ANTA FE,

DECEMBER 12, 1910.

.UNITED STATES BANK

&

f

TRUST CO.

Business

,

Your Patronage Solicited
.V B. LAUGHLIN,

President

H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,

W. E. GRIFFIN,

Asst. Caseier

Real Estate

Surety Bonds

NSUBANCE

I
For Rent

MENTIQflTj

b

FURNISHED AND UN.FUR N1SHED,
MODERN RESIDENCES AND STORE

BUILDINGS,

GOEBELS.
William Manning, a Denver sales
man, is at tne palace.
Mrs. J. G. Schumann will not be at
home tomorrow, Tuesday.
William A. Lamb, a heavy hardware
salesman is here from Denver.
Assistant Traveling Auditor R. C.
Rankin has returned from Las Vegas.
Charles Herriek, a notions salesman
from Denver, is calling on the trade.
Matt E. Lenke, a salesman of laces
from New York City, is at the Palace.
H. Harry Snfith, a Denver insurance salesman, Is at the Montezuma.
J. T. Norris, a business man from
Great Falls, Montana, is at the Coro-nad-

.,

Take no other.
JtnurgUr. Asf

IHAMO.NIft
years known as

tat
j

UJUT9U '

PILLS
CHICHESTER SliUAMt.
a

Get one of those art Zinc Boards

CAPITAL 850,000.00
Does a General Banting

PERSONAL

sold

by

iri

r

It;

ie

Ki' i".n.

!titv of your

ANNOUNCEMENT

"

Hf:.TRR3
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IN VIEW CF THE FACT THAT

The attorney general reeora-- '
legislation to permit the
agents of that bureau to administer
oaths and serve processes.
During the year there were 15,371
criminal cases of all sorts in the
United States courts which produced
tines, torteniires ana penalties ag
gregating $1.08n,974.
Mr. Wickersham recommends
teg
islation to give the rifiht of appeal In
Indian rases, a law for the issue of
search warrants for property stolen
from the government; that federal
judges be allowed traveling expenses
within their own districts and that
wall
a
salesman
E.
W.
Kulson,
paper
the salaries of all federal justices be
is at the Claire hotel. He is from increased. He also recommends that
Omaha.
the statute of limitations in customs
Robert Carr, of St. Louis, and J. frauds be extended from three to five
at
of
are
tourists
Fisher
Oklahoma,
years. The attorney general also recthe Claire hotel.
tr. nrn-nminiinfla
iha
, ui rUUr,..A,
to sue and prosecute
united
States
a visitor in tne cuy ana is siopping ai ;
an offending corpora 'ion wherever'
the Coronado hotel.
that corporation may do business.
Miss Myrtle Boyle, teacher in the
As a result f the attorney general's
public schools, is able to be about recent trip to Alaska he
presents;
after serious illness.
again
some recommendations for the relief
a
n tiiii a
ii
i
uum
"'" m,iu
ulClj th t ten.itorv
gonie law should
UUM
'
l"c
enacted to help the needy and
"cjl)e
is at the Montezuma hotel.
deserving poor In that clime, he
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes is says. Under the
law, when
home from an official trip to Carlsbad, a person is found present
with legs or arms
Roswell, Artesia and Clovis.
frozen off or starved nearly to death
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Simon, of New it Is
necessary to charge the invalid
York, are at the Palace. Mr. Simon with vagrancy and have him commitis a well known clothing salesman.
ted in order to get treatment in a
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Henry, tourists
government hospital.
form the Windy City, are at the Palace
and it is said they may make Santa
ATHLETICS VS. HIGH
- e
their home.
SCHOOL TONIGHT.
M.
of
W.
H. Woodward, formerly
this city, is now at Tominil, state of
Un-- i
Slnaloa, Mexico, where he is employ- Professionals Will Play Against
defeated High School Team at
ed as mining engineer.
Armory Hall.
D. C. Howell, of Estancla, the efficient assessor of Torrance county, Is
A team composed of five of the
visiting friends In the city. He Is
stopping at the Claire hotel.
snappiest players in Santa Fe havej
Colonel H. B. Pain left last evening
organized so that they may try to
for Jefferson City, Missouri, where he
has a law suit pending In the supreme beat the local undefeated High School
court and which requires his presence this evening at the Armory Hall.
There will be no admission charged
there.
Mr and Mrs. J. H. Blain, Jr.. Mrs. and if the local fans wish to Bee one
J. H. Blain and Miss Blain, allot El of the fastest games of basket ball
Paso, Texas, are here visiting Mr.
this season they must be sure
Blain, the San Francisco street mer- played
and be there. On the Athletics there
chant.
Superintendent of Public Instruc- Is Frye who will' play center. He has
tion James E. Clark has returned from played on a professional team in PhilLas Vegas where he attended the dedand promises to give the
ication of the new dormitory of the adelphia
spectators tonight a peep into fancy
New Mexico University.
The other four
W. H. Hahn, the Albuquerque coal basket ball playing.
magnate, is visiting with F. E. Nud-Ing- . players are Chalmers McConnel, Fred
Mr. Hahn made the trip to San Digneo, Eugene Lujan, and Fernley
ta Fe in a high power automobile Wiley.
which attracted much attention here.
On the High School aggregation
Game Warden Thomas P. Gable left are Ensie Sherman, Howell Ervien,
last evening for Lake Valley, Cutter Harold Stephens, Ralph Smythe, and
and other points In Sierra county to Wallace E. Fiske who Is a dashing formake arrangements for the shipping ward. The High School hoys have
of quail north for propagation pur- played three games
already with
poses.
Company F of the New Mexico NaL. B. Putney of Dallas, Texas, rep- tional Guard and although the militia
resenting a book publishing firm, is In boys are their superiors in age, they
Santa Fe in consultation with the ter- have carried off all three games.
ritorial department of education. In
Next Friday the High School boys
February, new text books are to be will go to Las Vegas to play two
adopted for the schools In the Terri- games there; one with the Las Vegas
tory.
High School and the other with the
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Normal University team.
Sullivan and family and Miss Urna
Holcomb, Mrs. Sullivan's sister, will
leave-o-n
December 15, for Buena Vis- REV. FOURCHEGU CELEBRATES
HIS SEVENTIETH BIRTHDAY.
ta, Texas, where Mr. Sullivan will
look after a big irrigation project for
the Kansas City and Orient railroad. Vicar General Has Labored for Over
42 Years as Priest and Mission"Bishop .1. Mills Kendrick, of the
ary and is Still Active.
missionary district of New Mexico
and west Texas, for the Protestant
The Very Rev. Antonio Fourchegu,
Episcopal church, has decided to make
El Paso his official headquarters and vicar general of the archdiocese and
his office will be in the parish house rector of the Cathedral of St. Francis
of St. Clement's church. It was ex- today is celebrating his seventieth
The celebration is quiet
pected for a time that the bishop birthday.
would make his headquarters at San- but many of the good priest's friends
ta Fe, but El Paso has been selected called on him and extended hearty
instead." El Paso Herald.
congratulations and his attaining three
score and ten years. It is a striking
FAUDS AGAINST GOVERNMENT.
coincidence that his birthday falls on
the great feast of Our Lady of Guadaposes.
mends
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goods

AT LOWEST

PRICES'

FURNITURE

DE-

THE HOMES OF

IN

AND REALIZING THAT WE CAN BE OF GREATER
LIBERAL

THEM.

TO

TERMS OF CREDIT, AND AT THE SAME TIME INCREASE OUR SALES

i

WE WILL. BEGINNING DECMBER FIRST,
INAUGURATE

AFTER,

OUR FURNITURE
THIS

IS

THE

SYSTEM OF CREDIT,

IN

AND STOVE DEPARTMENT.
L

I

TT L

I

M

THAT

E SYSTEM

AND THE BALANCE IN WEEKLY

DOWN

THERE-

CONTINUING

AND

THE INSTALLMENT

ALL THE LARGE CITIES OF THE COUNTRY.

IS IN VOGUE
PAYING

BY

YOU

INSTALLMENTS,

IN

PART

A

CAN

TAKE THE GOODS AND HAVE THE USE OF THEM WHILE PAYING.
THIS SYSTEM OF CREDIT WILL APPLY ONLY TO OUR FURNITURE
AND

STOVE DEPARTMENTS.

THE

REGULAR TERMS

PARTMENTS

DO NOT ASK US TO EXTEND ANY BUT

OF CREDIT

OF THE OTHER

ANY

IN

WE POSITIVELY

OF OUR STORE.

WILL

DE-

NOT EXTEND

THIS SYSTEM BEYOND THESE TWO DEPARTMENTS.

j

)

19 San Francisco St.

INCREASING

AN

IS

SERVICE TO THE PUBLIC BY EXTENDING

-

WATSON & COMPANY

C- -

FOR NEW AND

MAND

OUR CUSTOMERS,

-

CITY LOTS AND IMPROVED PROPERTY, FRUIT AND ALFALFA RANCHES AND LARGE
UNIMPROVED
TRACTS, ALSO AN A I STOCK RANCH
IN THE PECOS VALLEY

THERE

WE HOPE BY THUS ENABLING THE PUBLIC TO ENJOY THE
FORTS OF GOOD FURNITURE,

WITH EASY TERMS FOR PAYING FOR

IT, THAT WE WILL NOT ONLY INCREASE
ABLE THE PEOPLE, WHO HERETOFORE
PURCHASE

RELIABLE

GOOD

OUR

BEEN

HAVE

BUT

SALES,

BECAUSE OF THEIR

FURNITURE,

EN-

TO

UNABLE

ITED INCOME, TO GET THE GOOD THING FROM LIFE THAT
FORTABLY FURNISHED

COM-

LIM-

A COM-

HOME AFFORDS.

i-

Line cf Brass and Iron Feds

New

Beds.

Also Canopy

GI'E
Akers-Wagne- r

US A CALL.
Furniture Co.

EXPERT EM BALMERS

The Most

FUNERAL

&

DIREOTORS

Complete end most moderate priced
line of CHRISTMAS NOVELTIES
ever seen ia Santa Fe, now oq display
in our store.

We have a new and

handsome line of Navajos

which

make most acceptable gifts tyjical of the country.
Watch for our new Hn8 of Christmas Leather Goods,

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
GEO. M. KINSELL.

A, B. RENKHAN

E, P. DAVIS,

President,

Sec'y-Trea-

SANTA FE ABSTRACT,

REALTY

J. Bi

HAYWAKD

Manager.

s

& INSURANCE AGENCY.

We prepare ABSTRACTS OF TITLE. We write.
FIRE, TORNADO, PLATE GLASS, LIFE & AC-

CIDENT

We

INSURANCE.

draw

LEGAL

PAPERS, attend to RENTS & COLLECTIONS,
LOAN and PLACE MONEY for clients
We can secure a desirable TENANT or PURCHASER for your property.
We respectfully solicit your business.
Room

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
.Citron Block Saata Fe. N, M Tel Black

19

Whenever you want an easy 8 have
As good as barbers ever gave,
me at my salon
Just call on
At morn or eve or busy noon
dress the hair with grace
I'll curl and contour
your face,
I'll suit the
My razor sharp and c ,sors keen,
clean
.owelaare
neat
and
Myslioois
And everything I tfilnk you'll lind
To suit the taste and please the mind.
FIRST CLASS

BATH

76

teapot

ROOM

O. K. BARBER SHOP

government.
Nl

THE PERFUME OF SANTA'S
is like a halo that's ever round us.
His pack may be heavy, but it's never
too large to carry.

WOOD'YS BACK LINE
From

OUR DELICATE PERFUME
FOR XMAS TIME. .

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meet Both North South
Bounds Trains.

We have a triple extracts that almost
outlast the year.
XMAS GIFT SUNDRIES AT THIS
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ol
STORE
at
the north hound train and arrives
are
elegant but not expensive.
Taos at 7 p. ia.
other
"Ten miles shorter than any
way. Good covered hack and good
teams.

THE CAPITAL

eexxgrer

Mai
Coxaa.fozta'blv.

FARE

S5.00

II you want anything on earta
a New Mexican Want Ad.
HiUiijMMMj!-r;.-

PHARMACY

Isat ta

try

Successors to

Prosecutions against the Oregon
and California railroad company and
45 other defendants to recover 2,300,-00acres of lands valued at $50,000,-00- 0
which the government claims are
iiiegally held are now pending. There
are also under way 24 suits against
the Central Pacific Railway Company
and others to recover thousands of
acres of valuable lands, which the
government contends were illegally
patented, probably with the private
knowledge that they were valuable
for the mineral and oils underneath.
In the department's 'campaign
against bucket shops, 350 such places
were closed, others voluntarily closed
as a result of the crusade and
are pending against men
and corporations and the telegraph
company which allowed the use of its
wires.
The bureau of Investigation, which
has built up an efficient secret police,
began raids on firms charged with
using the mails for fraudulent pur- 0

MEMORY

TH5.aa.gr

From Page One.)

suits and 28 criminal prosecutions
more than 400,000 acres of land Illegally fenced were restored to the

T. W. ROBERT S
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe.N

(Continued

Stripling-Burrow-

s

& Co.

If you w:.nt anything on earth try'
a New Mexican Want Ad.

SANTA

FE HARDWARE

&

SUPPLY CO.

MARKETKEP0RT

IN VEST.M ENTS.

WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Dec. 12. Wool steady;
territory and western mediums 21
22; fine mediums 17019; fine 1215.
LIVESTOCK.
Chicago, Dec. 12. Cattle Receipts
41.000.
Market ten lower. Beeves

?i.357.20; Texas steers

An ideal form of investment is
a Certificate of Deposit in

F IRST

$t5.25;

western steers $4 6.10; stockers and
feeders $3.505.60; cows and heifers
$2.256; calves $79.
Market
Receipts 42,000.
Hogs
mixed
$7.55
?7.G08;
steady. Light
8; heavy $7.508; rough $7.507.70;
good to choice heavy $7.708; pigs
$77.80; bulk $7.757.95.
Market
Receipts 40,000.
Sheep
steady. Native $2.504.50; western
yearlings $4.505.75;
?2.754.50;
lambs native $4.506.80; western '

These certificates are issued for deposits of $50. and
upwards. They bear interest at the rate of FOUR PER

annum, payable annually or
are negotiable; good as collateral security, and can be
renewed at interest periods.
Call on us or write for further information.

CENT per

Kansas City, Dec. 12. Cattle Re- - j
!
ceipts 15,000, including 1,000 south-erns. Market steady to ten lower. Na-- j
tive steers
J4.8a6.75; southern!
steers $4.255.40; southern cows ?3
4.50; native cows and heifers $2.75'Fi
5.75; stockers and feeders $3.755.25;
calves

$4.405;

?48.25;

R.

Santa Fc, New Mexico, December

PAZO OIXTMKNT Is Biiarantned to cure
Klincl, Bleeding or
any case of ItchlnK.
Piles in 6 to 14 days or money re-- ,
funded. 50e.

19!0.

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

3.90.

IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.

2,

&

COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

The Struggle for Statehood
A HISTORY OF 60 YEARS

THOVUS

OF EFFORT.
By Hon. L. B, PRIXfK

lJ. DELGADO, Mgr.

The Book of the Time
If you would discuss the' subject
lntelliKently.

Telephone Bed SS nA him
ftai orders ddnersd

Mailed on C1 nfl
receipt of
PRINTING Oo,
NKW.MKXICAN
Sant Fe.N. M.

Thm

Mhnriag re

gnted

to ths thirst; m BocMthiag

WSLO CHEHRY, LEW OH SODA, IKON
ROOT EEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,

CtKQCa ALE,

H.
A

C

S.

.

if Sri

J?.
KL

f1

'.

TRY IT

FE BOTTLING WORKS.

CATITA
AH

:::::::

iriatai mA tram tttottl wtter.

e CLARENDON

GARDEN

NEW 1910 NUT MEATS, ALMONDS,
WALNUTS, PECANS

t)F ALL KIDS
w.ijAwrwmi

Hour Electric

R. V. BOYLE

CL&REiDON

HENRY

a1?

Santa Fe Water

strtA

them in
AND

Light Company

KKICK, Proprietor

RIPE FRUIT NOW

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, &nd FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

Mi?r,

POULTRY

YARDS

FRESH LAID EGGS everyday
Pare bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White WyandotteB. UDlckens
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis verms nor Ptomaine poisoning,
A FKW FAT HKNS FOB K A TIN It.

h wmmiiimxmBmmmsi

ervice

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

RW,

TABLE UIKHAL WATERS.

WHERE PRICES ARE LOWEST
FOR SAFE QUALITY.

A Healthful. Delicious Beverage DOLE'S Hawaiian Pineapple Juice

NEW CHEESE

Fe.

west-

wiinraWFT

We ate Agents

of Santa

J. Palen, President.
Read, Cashier.

.-.r
hi ifinwTHfimniLlitiHillll

ly,

B.

.1.

Market;
Receipts 10,000.
Sheep
lambs
steady. Muttons ?3.504.25;
$5.256.40; fed wethers and yearlings;
$3.505; fed western ewes ?3.25

lupe.
Although he has been a missionary
in the southwest for over 42 years,
Father Fourchegu is still a man enjoying all his old time vigor. When
he preaches as he does often, his
voice fills the big cathedral and he
shows no evidence of fatigue.
Father xFourchegu has a legion of
friends In Santa Fe and throughou.
the archdiocese.

semi-annual-

The First National Bank

ern steers $4.255.60; western cows
$2.7o4.75.
Market
Hogs
Receipts 8.000.
steady to five higher. Bulk $7.65
7.75; heavy $7.707.80; packers and

PILES CURED

XaTIOXAI, DANK
OF SANTA FE.

6.70.
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(Continued

From page Three.)

prevented, and consequently a markeffected, by supplying
through the agencies of the postal
service special official envelopes and
stamps for the free mall of the govNEW MEXICO.
GENERAL OFFICES-RAT- ON
ernment, and all such envelopes and
stamps to be issued on requisition
to the various branches of the federal
In effect Sept, 1st 1910
( Heart Down
(Read Up)
service
requiring them, and such re1
Ft
19
2
STATION
12
Miles
cords to be kept of official stamp supm
m
it
p
plies as will enable the Postoffice de7 SO
0
il.v. Les Moines. X. M...Ar;
4 00
7 10
4
Kumaldo
3 60
partment to maintain a proper post05
11
3 30
leitiimii
4 l'O
account covering the entire voage
15
3
15
liapullu
35
20
3 05
VlKll
lume of free government mail. As
25
2 45
Thompson
a 5l
the first step in the direction of this
31
lo
2 25
OunnitiKham
9135
42
....Olifton House N.M
155
reform special stamps and stamped
...
1000
M.
X.
1 30
Ar
....
Raton.
I.v
,49
...7.77
0
'I 3ii
i.Lv
envelopes have been provided for use
Katon, N. M
Ar 10 15
i.
I.. .Olifton Hoase N' M....
7
2 47
9 49
instead of franks in the free trans77
48
3 07
9
7 7.
Preston
32;
mission of the official mail resulting
3 45
55
8 55
Kophler Junction
2
Koehler
777.7" .777777 from the business of the new postal
3 35
9 05 77.
j
4 15
68
iicoifax
820 .777.77 77777 7777.7." savings system. By properly rec4 43
76
8 02
5 00
ording the issuance of such stamps
82
7 45
Ar
Lv
Cimarron
5 10
Ar! am
Lv
Cimarron
6 35
and envelopes an accurate account
"!
5 18
Nash
6 27
can be kept of the cost to the governii
6 2S
6 17
Harlan
94
5 45
Ar
Ute Park, N. M.. .Lv
6 00
ment of handling the postal savings
m
p
pm
mail, which is certain to become an
.lOonuMts iu Calfiix with K. P. S. W. Ity. train both North and'Soutb.
important Item of expense and one
SStage 'or Vaa Houten J, M. meets trains at Preston N.IM.
that should be separately determined.
8ta?ela:wfs tTte P.irlt. .V. M., fur illz'ibi'thtowri, NT. M., ;t 9:00 a. m, dally except In keeping with this plan it is hoped
Sundays, fire z no o.ie war S3.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
that congress will authorize the sub, f5r the south
lla-.M'llnui. N,
O. & S. trilti
at 11:11 p. ra. arrives from Ithe
stitution of special official stamps
Soi'th at 4:38 a. m.
and stamped envelopes for the vaE. G. DEDMAN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
rious of franks now used to carry
V. P. & G. M.,
free of postage the vast volume of
P. Agent,
Superintendent
departmental and congressional mail
matter.. During the past year methods of accounting similar to those employed in the most progressive of
our business establishments have
been introduced in the postal service,
ASK FOR TICKETS
and nothing has so impeded the department's plans in this regard as
the impossibility of determing with
any exactness how far the various exFrom Santa Feto El Paso, Bisbee
penses of the business are Increased
by the present unrestricted use of the
Douglas, and all Points in
franking privilege.
Mexico
and
to
the
Arizona,
Crusade Against Fraudulent Use of
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
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Company.
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The crusade started by the postoffice department early In the year
against the fraudulent use of the
mails has been pushed with great
vigor. During the last few months
the principal officers of 34 corporations, companies, and firms have been
placed under arrest, by the postoffice
Inspectors for swindling the public by
this method. In 46 additional cases
for conducting similar schemes to
defraud. It is estimated that the 80
Important cases recently brought to a
head, represent swindling operations
that have filched from the American
people in less than a decade fully
a hundred million dollars. As the
work of Investigation proceeded It be- came apparent that schemes for
swindling through the mails were
vastly more numerous and extensive
than supposed. Many of these fraudulent enterprises proved to be as far
reaching in their ramifications as the
postal service Itself. Not only have
they swindled many thousands of
credulous people out of money foolish
ly Invested but to a large extent they
have shaken confidence In legitimate
enterprises. The stamping out of
these frauds is therefore as Important
to capitalists engaged in lawful business undertakings as It Is te Investors. Their prevention will undoubtedly save to the American people millions of dollars annually.
The department's former practice
of issuing fraud orders In such cases
proved , Ineffective. While by that
method the offending concern was deprived of the use of the malls It was a
simple matter for its promoters to organize under a new name and thus
evade the law. In the present cru
sade the department's plan has been
to secure the arrest, conviction, and
Imprisonment of the swindlers themselves. This method, which Is proving to be most effective, will be continued until the fraudulent use of the
mails Is brought to an end.
Civil Service for Presidential Postmasters.
centlyhb nadad na nada diremos ea
Although recent reforms have great
ly Increased the efficiency of the postal service, It Is apparent that the
hightest degree of effectiveness in
the conduct of this tremendous business establishment cannot be attained while th thousands of postmasters, on whose faithfulness so much depends, continue to be political ap- -

VIA THE SANTA FE"

WINTER TOURIST .RATES

pointees. The entirs postal service
should be taken out of politics. The
recent order of the president classifying, on the recommendation of the
department, all assistant postmasters
was an important step in the right
direction. As a stil- - more important
reform presidential postmasters of all
grades, from the first class to the
third, should be placed in the classified civil service.
This action, which
is earnestly recommended would un
questionably result in a still better
standard of service. The policy the
department has followed for several
years of reappointing presidential
postmasters with exceptionably good
records has shown in a striking way
the advantage of having our postof- fices managed by experienced officers.
The old practice of making frequent
changes for political purposes had a
most demoralizingeffect and resulted
in unwarranted expend'tures due to
poor management. If their positions
were included in the classified service postmasters could be continued
in charge of their offices so long as
they performed their duties satisfactorily, and whenever vacancies occurred they couid be filled by the promotion of subordinate officers, thus insuring a constant management by
men by men trained in the postal
business. Incidentally the inclusion
of postmasterships as a part of the
classified postal system would furnish
a new Incentive for good work on the
part of subordinate officers and employees ambitions to reach ultimately
in the rank of postmaster.
Fourth Class Postmasters.
The plan that has been tested In
several states of selecting fourth-clas- s
postmasters through a civil service examination does not always
results. This is
bring satisfactory
particularly true with respect to the
offices.
smaller fourth-clas- s
At such
offices the salaries are not sufficient
to compensate the postmasters for
the time and attention required of
them. Cften the only manner in
which a postmaster can be procured
is by permitting him to make the
postoffice work incidental to his business, as, for example, in the case of
the
country
Usually
location of a fourth-clas- s
postoffice is
of prime importance to its patrons,
and sometimes that can not be satisfactorily determined under the civil
service method of selecting postmasters. It is believed, however, that with
some modifications the civil service
principle can be successfully applied
to fourth-clas- s
offices, and a general
extension of the system throughout
the country is therefore favored.
Assistant Postmaster Classified.
On the recommendation of the department the President issued an exstore-keeper-

ecutive order dated September 30,
1910, that became effective December
1, placing within the competitive service the position of assistant postmaster at every first and second class
postoffice. In addition to the assistant postmasters, who number 2,237,
the order includes also 1,386 clerical
positions in first and second class offices. With this action practically
all positions in the postoffices mentioned became a part of the classified
service.

competitive

Salaries of Supervisory Officers.
While the salaries of the subordinate employees of the postal service
are now for the most part on a satisfactory basis, the compensation of
many of the supervisory officers is
too low. In nearly one hundder offices the assistant postmasters are
receiving less pay than some of their
subordinates, while about 600 foremen, superintendents, and other supervisory employees receive the same
salary as men working under their
direction. The salaries of the departmental officers are also in many cases
less than those of field officers under
their supervision. If Congress appropriates In accordance with the estimates of the department many of
these inequalities and Inconsistencies
in compensation can be remedied.
Annual Vactions.

In the department's last report it
was recommended that a law be passed granting thirty days' annual leave
of absence with pay to postoffice
clerks and city letter carriers and
also to railway postal clerks who are
required to work six days or more a
week throughout the year. Such a
measure would place the employees
in the postal service outside of Washington on the same basis as the departmental employees with respect to
vacations. It is hoped that Congress
will take the desired action at the

)
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SAN FRANCISCO, $66.90

CITY OF MEXICO, 468.15,
PHOENIX, ARIZ, M5.55
Liberal atop-ove- r
Long time limit
privileges
and
Pullman
Tourist Sleepers.
Through
Comfortable CbairCars, Steam
Heated and E.ectric Lighted.

Fjr further iaformation, timetables and
Pullman reservation, call on or address.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.

Santa Fe, N. M.

PICTURE

tl

ioe

Wft
uu

FRAftMO TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

AND RETURN

account of

Educational
Association Meeting
A fare and one fifth for the
round trip has been authorized
from ail points in New Mexico
including, Trinidad and El
Paso.
Dates of Sale Dec. 26th, to 29th.
Return Limit, January 2nd, 1911.

Side Ride to

Santa Fe, from
Las Vegas,
$3.35

Funeral Directors &
Lioansed Embalmers
4 NIGHT 1
PHONE

LAS VEGAS

Dec. 27th to 29th 1910

MULLIGAN & RISING

DAY

$4.05

New Mexico

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.

palaor
AVE '
DONE

19

"S. F. N. M.

12

DECEMBER 12, 1910.

12"

(A friend may care to um the

low.r conpM)

Signature.
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HARPER ft BROTHERS
Franklin Square, New York City

1

p

1

T

jf.hciL

1

AT

will remit a.OO a
month until th.

full price.
ha.
$25.00,
been paid.

NEW EDITION

A

1

Mew end me for xamintlon. eafrlaa.
set of MAKK TWAIJi'd
tree,
WORKS, Author'
National
Edition, twenty, five volume,
cloth binding. It is understood
that I may retain the set for five
days, and at the expiration of
tnat time, if I do not care for
the booki. t will retura
them at your expense.
If I keep the boobs. I

1

NfOW for the first

time you get a complete set of all Mark Twain's writings at
the price they have ever been sold before. This is a
just exactly
new edition, just as complete as the old one, which still sells, by the Way, at
$50.00. This new edition is only $25.00 for the 25 volumes.
one-ha- lf

It had been Mark Twain's ambition to Saave his books in
American home, and he made a great persousl sacrifice to fcrimg every
afcoat
this remarkable opportunity for the first time ia tBie history o2 publishy
ing copyrighted books are sold at the price ol
righted books -the chance will not come again.
noa-eop-

But for Mark Twain's action this would have been
impossible. Never before
has a copyrighted library set of a standard author's works been issued at such a
low figure.

is Complete Works
5 Beatitifu! Volumes
1.

THE INNOCENTS ABROAD (Vol. I.)
ABROAD (Vol. II.)
A TRAMP ABROAD (Vol. I.)
A TRAMP ABROAD (Vol. II.)
FOLLOWING THE EQUATOR (Vol. I.)
FOLLOWING THE EQUATOR (Vol. II.)
ROUGHING IT (Vol. I.)
ROUGHING IT (Vol. II.)
LIFE ON THE MISSISSIPPI
THE GILDED AGE (Vol. I.)
THE GILDED AGE (Vol. II.)
THE ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER
HUCKLEBERRY FINN

2. THE INNOCENTS

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
18.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

PUDD'NHEAD WILSON
THE PRINCE AND THE PAUPER
A CONNECTICUT YANKEE. ETC.
JOAN OF ARC (Vol. I.)
JOAN OF ARC (Vol II.)
SKETCHES NEW AND OLD
TOM SAWYER ABROAD, ETC.
AMERICAN CLAIMANT, ETC.
LITERARY ESSAYS
MY DEBUT AS A LITERARY PERSON
THE $30,000 REQUEST, ETC.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

nTHIS complete set of all the great humorist's works breathes his spirit the
spirit of eternal youth they are new books; to own them is always to have
new books, a fountain of youth.- They never age, because humor, kindliness,
and truth never grow old. Mark Twain himself wrote a preface to this edition.
Brander Matthews has written the biographical criticism of Mark Twain and his
work. There are portraits of the author from photographs and paintings taken
at periods when the different books were in process of writing. This edition
includes his later collected writings, such as " Eve's Diary," etc., etc.
Brander Matthews says: "Mark Twain will be included in thnt
group of writers headed
by Moliere and Cervantes. With the exception of Count Tolstoi, Twain was the greatest of
recent modern writers and will be handed down to posterity
the trio of his works

through

Huckleberry Hnn, 'lorn Sawyer, and 'Pudd'nhead Wilson.'
Twain is a greater stylist
than Stevenson or Thoreau, and his 'Man that Corrupted Hadleyburg' is one of the
finest works in English literature."

coming session.

ON SALE NOWg

LOS ANGELES
SAN DIEGO

I-

MONDAY,

FROM LAMY 75c,
FOR THE ROUND TRIP
"SANTA FE All The WAY"

Machinery for Yankee Mine The
Yankee Fuel Company is expending
half a million dollars in new equipment and development of its coal
mines at Yankee, a suburb of Raton.
A carload of machinery was received
this week and is being installed. 'The
boiler for the new mine hoist has been
set and in due time the Yankee mines
will be as big producers as those at
Dawson.
Busy at Pinos Altos The Golden
Giant Mining Company has commenced assessment work on its unpatented claims in the Finos Altos district

under a contract with John Penrose,
and Intends to do considerable development work after the annual labor
has been completed. The miners of
this district are now nearly all employed doing assessment work upon
various claims, and with the work
being done by the operators of the
various properties the district presents an unusual activity,
Cleveland

Group

is

Shipping

The Cleveland group of patented
mines about six miles north of Silver
City, in the Pinos Altos mining dis
trict, loaded out a car of ore and
shipped the same to Canon City, Colo.
The ore is a rich zinc sulphide and
will undoubtedly bring a handsome
return. A force of men was put to
work on the property two weeks ago,
since which time it has been stead-

"THERE are beautiful pictures by such artists as Brown, Frost,
Newell, Beard, Dielman, Smedley, Thulstrup, Clinedinst,
Mora, Weldon, Kemble, Gilbert, Du Mond, Merrill, Opper.
e"

HARPER &
BROTHERS
Franklin Square
New York City
Please send me for

TTHE binding is in rich red rep silk book cloth with
freTTsTof mark
1 title labels
ks- stamped' in gold. The books are $? aTAIm?
Edition,
twenty five volumes, doth
printed on white antique wove paper, especially
bindinz. It is understood I mav
mirla fnr uo nAU-irVu vuiuiiic ;is mf generous o retain
Cum... un.
& set for five dav. and at
size and bulk, xjy2 inches.
the expiration of that time, if do

,T

,,1,,,.

fl-ii- c

--

'

I

not

V

HARPER

care for the books, I will return

If I keen th
them at vour exnin
books, I will remit $2.00 a month until
the 'full price, $25 oo, has been paid, or,
within thirty days, $23.75 as payment in full.

a BROTHERS

Franklin Square, New York City

Signature
.

.

Send books to.
care to ate the upper
"S. P. N. M. 12 12"

(A friend may

ily extracting ore, and has planned
Major W. H. Llewellyn was in the
the shipment of fully one thousand city yesterday.
carloads to the various markets handHon. Eugene A. Piske, TJ. S. attorling this character of zinc sulphide ney, who has just closed a very sucores.
cessful term of court, at Albuquerque,
on behalf of the United States, re20 YEARS AGO TODAY turned yesterday to Santa Fe. r v
Prom the New Mexican of this data
Former
Commissioner
County
1890.
Wylllys arlved in the city this morn(Rabbits are two for a quarter and ing.
Hon. J. B. Mayo, representative-elec- t
plentiful in the local market
,

"

.

Coapoa)

is in from San Pedro today
A. Monler, the Santa Fe building
rock expert, was at his marble quarries near Hillsboro, N. M., Saturday.
He and the Rev. Brother Amian of
Santa Fe, are preparing to commence
the immediate exploration of this
property. They have a constant and
profitable market tor their product-- El
Paso Bullion.

Wondered

NOVEMBER WAS WARMER
THAN THE AVERAGE.

The temperature of the month Just
closed averaged considerably above
the normal in all parts of the Territory, the excess running from two
to four degrees a day, and approaching five degrees a day In Union, Lincoln, Sierra and eastern Grant counties. The month proved to be one
of the warmest Novmcbers of record
for New Mexico, only 1987, with 46.5

degrees, and 1901, with 46.4 degrees,
were warmer in the last 16 years,
almost
1909
November,
although
equalled the last month. No low temperature were experienced, zero read
ings were not recorded in any part
of the Territory, nor were distinctive
low temoerature periods noticeable
for the lowest recorded occurred variously on the 17th, 20th, 21st, 27th,
28th or SOth, the 21st probably proving the coldest day of the month. On
the other hand great heata was not
a factor, but rather continuous
warmth, the highest recorded at the
stations occurring variously on the
1st to 3rd, 7th, 8th, 12th, 13th and
23rd.

Three periods of precipitation occurred although the average for the
Territory was much below the normal
The first period (and the most general) was on the 3d to 5th, the second
on the 13th to 15th and last on the
26th and 27th, while a few stations
reported sprinkles on the 18th or 19th
The first two periods gave quite general and moderately heavy precipitation In districts 8 and 9, but the total
for the month was very light In the
south, southeast east anr northeast
counties, in many places falling to a
mere trace. A fair depth or snow
occurred over the northenr mountains
and a small amount remained at the
close of the month on the north faces
and over the higher peaks but southern faces, the valleys and the plateaus were bare.
The sunshine of the month was
large, and the winds generally light,
staalthough a few high altitude
estions report a cold, windy month,
of the
reaches
lower
on
the
pecially
were
Sangre de Cristo range. There
4
20 clear days, 6 partly cloudy and
as
the
Territory
considering
cloudy,
a whole. The prevailing wind direction was from the west.
Temperature.
The mean temperature for the Terrecords of
ritory, determined from the altitude
69 stations, having a mean
of about 5,0000 feet, was 45.8 degrees
or 2.8 degrees above the normal for
November, and 0.6 degress higher
than the month In 1909. The highest
local monthly mean was 56.3 degrees
at Carlsbad, and the highest recorded
same
temperature 88 degrees at the local
station on the C4th. The lowest
at
monthly mean was 34.2 degrees
recordlowest
the
and
Eliabethtown,
ed 4 degrees on the 17th at Red River
Pnnvon. The greatest monthly range
at
in temperature was 69 degrees
at
43
least
degrees
the
Springer and
Winsors. while the greatest locai ur
at Logan on
ly range was 57 degrees
were
averages
district
the 30th. The
No.
as follows: No. 7, 45.8 degrees;
45.9 degrees.
No.
9,
and
45.9
8,
degrees
Precipitation,
The average precipitation for therecTerritory, determined from the
U.5Z
ineues
was
134
nrrta nf
stations,
or 0.21 inches below the normal anu
below

November,

1909.

FALSE

MAia"v43

1

to the rose and "mlasummsr
Found the Answer Was "Coffee."
pomps,"
Good-by- e
to the garlands of June!
It seems half a decade or so
Many pale, -- ickly persons wonder Already
Since we strolled by the light of the
for years why they have to suffer so.
moon.
and eventually discover that the drug
Good-by- e
to the pledges we made by the
caffeine in coffee Is the main
ea
cause of the rouble.
And the hearts that we drew on the
"I was always very fond of coffee Twaasand;
little we eared for the Inflowing
tide.
and drank it every day. I never had
As
sat
there Just holding; your hand.
I
much flesh and often wondered
why
I was always so pale, thin and weak. Good-by- e
to the cool, green curl of the
waves
"About five years ago my health
And the spell of a brM happiness;
completely broke down and I was con- When you went bark to town, with your
cheeks tanned so brown.
fined to my bed. My stomach was in
Tou left me a bogus address.
such condition that I could hardly
take sufficient nourishment to susTOO HASTY.
tain life.
"During this time I was drinking
coffee, didn't think I could do without it.
"After awhile I came to the conclusion that coffee was hurting me, and
decided to give up and try Postum.
I didn't like the taste of it at first-hut when It was made right boiled
until dark and rich I soon became
very fond of It,
"In one week I began to feel better. I could eat more and sleep better. My sick headaches were less
freniipnt and within five months I
looked and felt like a new being, head
ache spells entirely gone.
to Improve
"My health continued
and today I am well and strong, weigh
I attribute my present
148 pounds.
Qualities of
lientth to the,

Postum."
In
T?pnrl "The Road to W?!Mlle."
pkgs. "There's a Reason."
Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human
interest.

e

Rankin, Las Vegas;
Denver;
Charles W. Berger, Burlington, la.
R. C.

Coronado.
J. M. Mevls, Hodges; Garvin Tru
jillo, Las Cruces; O. Montoya, Moun
tainair; Mrs. R. O. Soper and daugh

ter, Estancla;

S. C.

Erman, oraway

Josh Medders Don't never
too hasty, Bill, like I did!
Bill Swampy Like yew did!
you courted Sally Perkins fer
years before yew married her!
Josh Medders Keerect, Bill!
reckon now I wuz too hasty by
forty years.

'1 would like to see the editor,"
snapped a small man with a gleam in
bis eye that seemed to presage trouble.
"Here he is," said a massive individual, rising lazily from his desk and
removing a pipe from his mouth so
he could spit comfortably.
"Ahem!" said the small man. "Now
that I've seen the editor, it occurs to
me that what I was going to say Is
not so pressing after all. Good day,
sir."

A Waiting Game.
The airship inventor had attempted
to fly, but the attempt had been a

failure.

"When will you attempt another
flight?" asked the inquisitive friend.
"I don't know," answered the inventor. "Think I'll wait awhile and
give congress a chance to repeal the
laws of gravitation."

marry
Why,
seven

But I
about

Hobbled Mary.
Mary had a little skirt
So tight below her knees
That she could neither run nor walk.
And didn't dare to sneeze.

Rich-leig-

h

A Public Offender.
"Why did the crowd hiss that man?"
"Don't you know him? That 13 Cen
sus Director Durand."
"But what has he done that he
should be hissed?"
"What has he done? Say, the census
bureau's figures for this town fell over
7,000 short of our directory estimate."

A COURAGEOUS

HUSBAND.

Where His Interest Lay.
Mr. A. (recently betrothed) Can I
confide in you, young man?
Jeweler's Assistant Why, yes, sir.
Mr. A. My intended Is undecided
between a ring and a necklace. For
goodness sake, tell her necklaces are
out of fashion, or else 1 shall become
a bankrupt and you won't get paid.
TltrBltS.

Clarke, J. P.

Capon, Marie.
A. N.
Cornell, J.
Davies, C. T.
Davis, Mrs. Bessie.
Fields, Mrs. Clarla.

Cutting,

A Matter of Conscience.
"My health and digestion are per
fect, doctor," began the caller in the
office of the medical man. "I haven't
an ache or a pain. The trouble with
me is that I cannot sleep at night."
"Well, if that is the case, sir," said
the learned physician, "I suggest that
yon consult your spiritual adviser
rather than me." Lipplncott's.

Franco, Isabel.

Anton.

Galdana Feles.
Gallegos, Juan.
.Garcia, Nene.
Hoover, D. M.

Johnston, Ed.
Jaramillo, Mrs. Anesita.
Kules, Mildred.
Kling, Edda.
Lewis, Wm. H.
Ling, Ben.
McKinley, Mrs. Ines.
McKee, Willis.
Maes, Eologlo.
Mares, Felix.
Maes, Candido.
Montano, Juan A.
Nelson, Mrs. Mame.
Olibas, Agapito.
Ortiz, Severo.

The

String to It.
I was talking with
last week about my farm and he
offered me $10,000 an acre for It
Why didn't
Duddy Good heavens!
you Jump at it?
Fuddy Well, you see, Richleigh was
horribly seasick at the time and he
made the condition that I deliver the
farm to him on the spot.
An Offer With a

Fuddy

So Say We All.
We would have all men live In
peace, each man respect his fellow
man; all lying, cheating, grafting
cease and the whole world live on a
better plan. But one lone privilege
we insist: 'Tis this the right, should
any dare our slightest purpose to resist, to annihilate him then and there.

Padilla, Felorlnda.

A PALPABLE

HIT.

Queredo, Avelino.
Roach, Thos.,
Robertson, Rena.
Roybal, Eugenio.
Rodriguez,, Jacobo.
Stephens, Chas.

Mrs. Rurale Did you ever find
man under the bed?
Mrs. Outskirts
Yes, the night we
thought burglars were In the house I
found my husband there!
Lamb.
Mary had a little lamb,
Not much more than a bite,
The lamb was nice: It was the price
That spoiled her appetite.
A Little

Expressive Titles.
"Why do you call those two old
nags of yours 'Chills' and 'Fever"?"
asked the summer boarder.
The farmer gazed reflectively toward his swamp meadow.
"It's because they're so infernally easy to
cotch," he replied.
His Experience.

"The dog is man's best friend."
"So I've often heard."
"Don't you believe it?"
"Well, I never had a dog that
wouldn't go to any stranger in preference to me."

Sena, Teresita.

Town send, Mrs. T.
Geo. Townsend.
Velasques, Carlos.
.Wallis, Herman.
Woods, Roy F.
In calling for these letters pleas
state whether "advertised" or not,
Palace.
E. C. BURKE,
a
n n?ie. Albuquerque; Mr. and
Postmaster.
William
Mrs A. B. Henry, Chicago;
Dee
F.
Topeka;
J.
Manning, Denver;
Notice for PucHcatton.
E.
Charles Herrick, Denver; Matt Dal(06966 Not Coal)
H.
Putney,
Lenke, New York; L.
Department of the Interior.
Loy
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
las; William A. Lamb, Denver;
s rook. Pueblo; Mr. and Mrs. Jake
November 8, 1910.
Den
Notice Is hereby given that George
Simon, New York; M. Anthony,
ver.
Lathrop of Lamy, N. M., who, on SepClaire.
tember 18, 1905. made homestead en
w t rand. Omaha; W. E. Rulison
Section
for SW
try No.
t Fisher. Oklahoma; Robert
2, Township 11 N., Range 13 E., N. M.
La
Narvais,
Carr.'st. Louis; James
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten
tion to make final five year proof, to
Cienega; R. B. Rublin, Syracuse,
E.
establish claim to the land above de
Frank H. Sparks, St. Louis; E.
San-before Register and Receiver
scribed,
Hoppe, Albuquerque; Miramon
Albuauerque; D. at Santa Fe. M M m the 23rd dv
- '1t Snnphe.
'
0l December, 1910.
C. Howell, Estancla; u. l,. mm, u
Claimant names as witnesses:
aha; Francisco O. Lutz, Cincinnati,
Macario Leyba, Pollto Leyba, Ati- p. F. Ternon, St. Joseph, Mo.; Mr. and
Mrs. J. H. Blain, Mrs. J. H. Blain, and lano Quintana, Isabel Leyba, all of
Leyba, N. M.
Miss J. H. Blain, El Paso
Montezuma.
MANUEL OTERO,
A. S. Will, George Weltzel, AlbuRegister.
Harquerque; R. G. Cobbett, Tesuque;
J.
F.
Notice for Publication.
per S. Cunningham, City;
(Not Coal 01450.)
Holmes, Los Angeles; J. M. Hunter,
Louisville; E. H. Stearns, Des Moines; Department of the interior,
E. C. Gonzales, Taos; H. Harry Smith, U S. Land Offioe at Santa Fe, N. M .
CHARLES. E. LINNEY,
"
Section Director.
,

Looking Before He Leaped.
"Hi! What are you doPoliceman
ing up tbat ladder?"
Husband (returning late) "Hush!
I'm only seeing if my wife is already
asleep." Fliegende Blatter.

HOTEL ARRIVALS

,

n,'.
V. 1A V.

J-

1--4,

8525-0696-

1

HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in
all business transactions, and financially able to carry out any obligations made by his firm.

WALDING, KINNAN, & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internthe blood
ally, acting directly uponthe
system.
and mucous surfaces of
Testimonials sent free. Price, 75c,
per bottle. 'Sold by all druggists.

Take Hall'a Family Pills for

Excusable Ignorance.
"I don't see anything precocious
about him, he doesn't seem to know
his own name."
"Well, you see, his father and mother have been through the Reno mill
several times."
"A splendid stroke! Did you follow
the ball, caddie?"
Of Course He Wag Sorry.
"No, sir, but I think that gentleman
Morrison I bet the man who ran
with the red coat can tell you where It
over Snodgrass is sorry.
struck. I see him feelln' of his head." his auto
Harrison Why do you think soT
Morrison Snodgrass was wearing
Do It Now.
a scarf pin that punctured the fellow's tire.
This Is a good time.
We allow,
Oo do your Christmas
Chopping now.

Overheard on the Train.
"But he utters in such a solemn,
emphatic way a lot of
Relieved of Care.
Doe. Robinson said recently: "This truths that nobody disputes."
"Well, so did Solomon and Job."
la the best country I ever lived In;
Of whom could they have been talkown
mind
to
have
your
bust
don't
you
ing?
to
attend
It tor
ness here. People
self-evide-

you."
Changeful.

Natural Query.
Mrs. Thynn Don't you think I look
plump In this gown?
Thynn Yes. Did you have It made
at an upholsterer's?
Pessimist.
"Here's an editorial in the paper on
married calm," remarked Mrs.

November 21, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that Lucy
Isabel Balfe, of Santa Fe, N. M., who
on September 9, 1908, made homeNo.
for
stead entry
01450,
SE.
NW.
SW. 14, NE.
and Lots 2 & 3, section
11, Township 16 N., Range 9E..N.M.
asked Mr.
"How long; Is
P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to make final commutation proof,
"Oh, If s very short"
to establish claim to the land above
"I thought It would be short," said
or
before
Receiver
Register
described,
Mr. Woppington, grimly.
U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M on
the 30th day of December, 1910. f
Claimant names as witnesses: Geo.
Getting an Education.
"Has your son learned much since
S. Tweedy, Chas. A. Sirlngo, John S.
R. Hammitt, Edmonla T. Hammitt, he went to college?'' asked the new
minister.
all of Santa Fe, N. M.
Farmer Oatcake.
"Naw," replied
MANUEL R. OTEHO,
"but I hev, ,by hen!"
Register.
1--

1--

:

Wop-pingto-

ltr

Wop-pingto-

"Has Bllggins a pleasant disposition?"
"It all depends on whether he lg
selling you something or coming
around to collect for J"

Merely a Reverse.
"Say, I've Just discovered the difference in the extreme of energy as
illustrated by an opium smoke and
utilizing an oil strike."
"What is the difference?"
"One is hitting the pipe and the
other, piping the hit."

Remedy Worse Than the Disease.
Mr. Chlnn I've Just been reading,
my dear, of a new cure for nervous
prostration. The patient Isn't allowed
to talk for weeks.
Mrs. Chlnn Huh! I'd Just as soon
die from prostration as from

as

.r

..-

-

The hoopaklrts which
Our mothers wore.
.i
And joyed in so
la daj-- of yore.
.1
The flounces which
They usd to flirt
Ar rplaf-eby
The hobble skirt
The hoop eklrt
Was an awesome thing;
We like the bobble
IWht, by Jtng!

Furnished rooms,

102 Chapelle

St

FOR RENT Furnished Tent home
for housekeeping, ICO Garcia.
FOR SALE Cows, horses and wagApply at Mrs. Otto Retsch 40t
Gallsleo St

on.

An Expensive Case.
"Well, husband, daughter Is coming
Dack. from the seaside without any
FOR RENT Six room furnished
engagement ring."
house best location in town. Lease
"Say, you can't blame me for that, six to
months. O. C. Watson
can you? Can I help it li she isn't i& Co. eighteen
fascinating?"

Tit-Bit-

S.

Apodaca, Josefita.
Berdenellt, Mrs. Llllle.
Baca, Pedro C. de.
Baca, Petrita L.

Graybork,

best-know-

A Caller.

'

NOT SO BAD.

One of the
bishops has a
fund of excellent clerical Etorles at his
disposal, although it Is seldom that
any but hi3 intimate friends are favored with them. Here are one or
two:
A certain preacher, discoursing upon
Bunyan and his work, caused a titter
among his hearers by exclaiming:
"In these days, my brethren, we
want more Bunyans."
Another clergyman, plearllng earnestly with his parishioners for the
construction of a cemetery for their
parish, asked them to consider "the
deplorable condition of 30,000 Christian Englishmen living without Christian burial."
Still moro curious was the clerical
slip:
A gentleman said to the minister:
"When do you expect to see Deacon S.
again?"
"Never," said the reverend gentleman, solemnly; "the deacon is in
heaven."

You've heard that ancient story.
The tortoise ran a race
And grabbed a lot of glory.
A most unusual case.
The maddest hare or hatter
Has evidently puessed
That details of the matter
Were partially supressed.
The old yarn Is misleading.
Here's how the trick was done:
The hare was pinched for speeding
And so the tortoise won.

Colo.; W. A. Brumback, Estancla; E
Trouble Brewing.
Montoya, Phoenix; Charles Merquia,
"See here, Mr. Yankem," said the
Clifton, Ariz.; F. Gustafsen, Toronto; landlord, "patience has ceased to be a
J. T. Norris, Great Falls, Montana.
virtue in your case."
'Why, what's the trouble?" queried
LETTER LIST.
the dentist.
uncalled
List of letters remaining
"Well," replied the landlord, "you'll
for in the postofflce at Santa Fe, N. either have to move your 'Painless
M for week ending December 12, 1910 Dental Parlor' somewhere else or
If not called for within two weeks make your patients stop hollering. The
they will be sent to the dead letter other tenants won't stand for it any
office at Washington.
longer."

Archuleta, Jose
Alvares, Jose.
Alderete, Ells.

CLERICAL SLIPS,

HOW IT HAPPENED.

life-rivin- e

2.01 Ingreatest monthly amount was none at
least
ches at Alma, and the
a trace
Deming and Logan, while but in the
stations
several
occurred at
northeast and the southwest counties.
24 hours
The greatest amount in any
averThe
Alamogordo.
at
was 0.94
Precipi1.9 Inches.
was
snowfall
age
of
tation occurred on an average
average
district
The
three days.
No.
were as follows: No. 7, 0.24 inch;
s o 61 Inch; No. 9, 0.73 inch.
'

IV?? T

Why

Good-by-

Climatic Summary for New Mexico
During That Month by Director
Linney.
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"It's

you

that

lacUs

fascination,

hus-

TYPEWRITERS

They reported at the beach
that you had no country house and
What chance
but ono automobile.
had Ethelinda after that?"
"Well, what do you suggest?"
"Three country houses and four
touring cars. It's the poor girl's
sixth season, you know."
band.

adju&ed and repaired. New
!
jiatents furnished. Ribbons and
Typewriters sold, eichanged
tud rented. Standard makes handled,
work and ypewrlterg guarill
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
jhaiigu. Phone Blacit 2'il.
'..'leaned,

sup-)!!--

rf-.- air

AT WEST POINT.
Sick Man's Choice.
SALE Handsome
FOR
quarter
,
"What I Khali have to do with you," sawed oak desk, roller top, filing
his
head,
said the doctor, shaking
spacious and in Al condition.
seriously, "is to put you on a soft Cost $100 will sell for J 00. Also hav
diet."
me substantial desk in splendid
for lower price. Inquire New
"Say, doc," begged the patient who
had never been sick before, "If it's all Mexican.
the same to you I'd prefer to stay hers
on the old bed; it may take me longer
DEAFNESS OF MR. BLOBBS.
to get well, but I'm a leetle shy about
sleepln' in any of them
Mr. Blobbs dined the other evening
things."
with some friends. When the guests
were seated tbo host bent his head
A Maddening Wait.
ind began speaking in a subdued tone.
"Why did you have your burglar
"Eh, what's that?" demanded Blobbs,
alarm taken out?" Wilkins snid to Fil- who sat beside him, and who is rather
who
house
had
had
bis
klns,
recently
deaf.
equipped with one of these safeguards.
The host smiled patiently, and begaa
"Because," he answered, "my wife'B
health demanded its removal. She again in a louder voice.
"Speak a little louder; I don't catch
was getting nervous prostration waitwhat you say," Blobbs persisted.
for
to
off."
alarm
the
go
ing
A low ripple of laughter went round
the table. The host, his face crimson
with embarrassment, raised his voice
Most Valuable In Sight.
Visitor My friend, where are the
Fence (suspiciously)
What sort of still higher. The poor old man did hii
officers' quarters?
best to hear, but failed.
Bwag you got in the bag?
Orderly Don't think they have any.
Dat's a champeen bulldog
"What did you say?" he demanded.
Burglar
has
been
Ail I've ever seen of theirs
which was watch! n' a Joint I called irascibly.
nickels!
The host cast him an angry glance.
at, and as he's a sight more valuable
than anything I see layln about, I Hang it, I'm saying grace!" hit
yelled.
swiped him, see?" Judge.
Catching.
It seemed to him that all his life
Was Just one sleepy spasm,
HE WAS SLOW.
Harry Again.
And then he noticed that he lived
Do you remember Harry LehrT
Beside a yawning chasm.
Harry was at one of the fashion
able weildings the other day.
After a Fashion.
"Nothing
especially noteworthy
Reporter Senator, if I mistake not,
about that," you say. "And that's
once
mentioned
been
name
has
your
where you're wrong."
or twice in connection with the presiHarry was actually clad sensibly
dency.
and neither carried a pet monkey nor
Senator Lotsmun Why, yes; a Lonsmoked scented cigarettes.
don Journal, I believe, once remarked
that If the office of president of the
Where Man Would Be.
United States was for sale I would
The suffragist raised her right
probably buy It
hand.
"Give the woman the credit she de
-A Near Resemblance.
serves, sue cnea, ana wnere wouiw
man be?"
"ThlB Chinese lantern decoration Is
"If she got all the credit she wanted
very pretty, Isn't it?"
be'd be in the workhouse," sneerel
"Very. Reminds me of the Downs'
trial."
nasty person In the rear of the ball
'Will you please tell me how on
earth a Chinese lantern decoration can
4
Curing His Insomnia.
remind you of the Downs' trial?"
I
"WelL how did you sleep last
fire?"
not
both
are
hanging
"Well,
oightr
Gladys I was Just admiring the en
"Like a top."
waves.
terprise of those little
"That sleeping powder fixed you up
Time to Kick.
Jack Why, what makes you think all right, did
Stubb Artist in Europe sold a mil
Ten mi
"Doc, it was a wonder!
lionaire a picture called the Wlld them enterprising?
Gladys Well, they're kissing the utes after she had taken It she was
Duck," and didn't receive all that he sand
anyway.
dead to the world."
asked for the painting.
Penn What is the artist doing
As Usual.
now?
Bad Luck.
Stubb Why, he has sued to get his The circus soon will be in town.
"Did your husband bring home ana
streets
'twill
down
And
the
prance
gaily
canvasback.
fish?"
A happy smile on every clown
And ad. signs on the elephants.
"No," replied young Mrs. Torkins,
"I understand Charley had bad luck oa
APPEAL FOR MERCY.
this trip. He got into a game I cards
On the Safer Side.
Mrs. Toogood I am surprised that and lost the money he took with him
you let your
daughter read Buch to buy fish."
novels.
trashy
Mrs. Veragood Well, it's the only
ABOUT RIGHT.
J
way I can keep her from getting hold
of the dally papers and reading the
s
scandals of
society.
New York Weekly.
con-iitio-

d

1L

j

.

'

ltr

first-clas-

8uspected.
"Oh, pshaw, ma," she said at the
breakfast table the next morning,
"there's no use talking about him any
more. He's a lemon."
"I thought when I seen you squeez-thim while I was watchin' through
the keyhole that he must be some
thing of that kind."

a'

Maybe He Burns Coke.
Lawson Watkyns must be either
rich or awfully reckless.
Judge Have you anything to say awfully
Dawson How so?
on
not
be
should
sentence
passed
why
Lawson Why, I told him yesterday
youT
there had been a 20 per cent
that
famiBigamist Just think of my
in the price of coal, and he
advance
lies, judge.
said he didn't care a hang.

epett

The Farmer.
The day Is over.
The world Is fed.
And the farmer sleep
On his feather bed.

Imitative Fore.
Mr. Smart Do you think that a col
"How things in this world are
lege education pays?
on!"
passed
Mr. Wise Yes; It probably pays ths
"What do you mean?"
.pretty. welL.
college
case
a
the
of
poor sewing
"Look at
ANOTHER OUTRAGE.
down
beat
for
example.
woman,
They
I
Waiting.
'
Have you called yet her prices and In return she fells
Mr. Spottsley
on your new neighbor, Mrs. Nearlie? their seams."
Mrs. Spottsley No, not yet; I'm
waiting to learn the days she's not at
How She Knew.
home.
Wife There go the Ayers In their
new monoplane.
Husband Are you sure It's the
Just as Good.
t
Ayres?
"Have you any
cigars?"
Wife Of course I am. I'd know the
"No; but we can give you some
of her hat anywhere.
Browning's
t
top
a
as
Here's
good.
thing just
Monthly.
cigar. Red Hen.
five-cen-

ten-cen-

The Conundrum.

Won't Run.

Eva How do you like that new
"A Boston widow advertises that
Is it a fast color?
rouge?
SL
man.'
Louis
a
to
she wishes marry
Fine!
It will even stand
Fanny
"Does she say why?"
kissing!
"
AFTER DINNER.

With magazine and friendly pipe
I sit at ease
And read about some wondrous type
Of early peas.
A man can plant them In his yard
And make them pay,
To cultivate them isn't hard.
The writers say.
s

t

read about the Belgian hares.
The Plymouth Rocks,
They pay as well, the ad declares.
As mining stocks.
And thus a pleasant hour I pass,
I smoke and nod.
And dream of how I may amass
A goodly wad.

Get Busy.
In this space
We wish to say
Christmas Is
Not far away.
A Bad Loser.

Mr. Hicks (reading paper) Weill
Another Chinese outrage!
Mrs. Hicks (breathlessly) Where
Mr. Hicks Right here. Blamed
Chinese restaurants are going to
charge ten cents more for chop suey.

well!

"Johnny, what alls your little brother?"
t
"Aw, he's a bum sport."
"What do you mean?"
Wise Little Girl, She.
"I wrasseled with him to see which
of us would have the candy you gave "They say that Time alone will telL"
Exclaimed the maiden, when,
him, and he lost; now he's puttin' up Be anally left; and then she
turned
a holler!"
The clock hands hack to TeD--
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CERTIFICATE REEXTENDINQ
will begin next week to keep his store City. Mr. Cutting had known Colonel DEMOCRATS ELECT DELEGATES
TO COUNTY CONVENTION.
CHARTER.
;open at night to accommodate tbe DuVal in Florida years ago.
MINOR CITY TOPICS
Treasury Department,
j Christmas shoppers.
The funeral arrangements were In
Office of Comptroller of the CurPrecinct primaries for the selection
and
A Dashing Calendar The Corrick charge of Undertakers Mulligan
to the Democratic county
of
rency.
delegates
Fairvlew
Hack and Bus Line has received a cal- Rising. Interment was in
convention to be held In the court
Washington, D. C, Dec. 2, 1910.
a
Is
1911
and
it
Cemetery.
for
the
endar
year
house In this city at 1:30 p. m. WedWhereas, by satisfactory evidence
Colo., Dec. 12.
Denver,
Sketch of Col. DuVal.
The forecast is generally fair V dashing one. There are four horses
nesday, were held In the precincts In presented to the undersigned, it has
seen in the picture, and two persons,
been made to appear that THE FIRST
Announcement was made in Satur- this city Saturday night
tonight and Tuesday with staa
34 a lady and gentleman each driving
of the New Mexican of
The delegates from Precinct No. 3 NATIONAL-- BANK OF SANTA FE,
issue,
day's
tionary Temperature.
pair of fiery steeds. This is an at the death of Colonel H. S. DuVal of were: David Rodriguez, Candelario located In the City of Santa Fe, In the
The Nine of Diamonds, is a beau-- ; tractive calendar and calls attention this city, for the benefit of whose Martinez, Juan
Pacheco, Carlos County of Santa Fe and Territory of
of the calen friends is the
following short bio- Abreu, Luis Lujan, Severiano Rivera, New Mexico, has complied with all
tiful war story, its at the Eks to-- , to the line of business
dar giver.
i
Ramon Trujillo y Lopez and Julio the provisions of the Act of Congraphical sketch:
night
In
gress "to enable National' Banking AsMichael
19
was
born
This
December
Sena.
DuVal
Jim
evening
for
Sheffield
Harvie
Dogs
Lucky
Drawing
The primary in precinct 18 was held sociations to extend their corporate
at Akers & Levy, the drawing for the Stanton announced today tnat tne Elizabethtown, Ky., on the twentieth
series of moving pictures entitled day of June, A. D., 1833. He was the at the court house and the following existence, and for other purposes,"
Boston Terriers will take place.
Dr. Clifford S. Losey, eye, ear, nose "Lucky Jim" which were taken in son of General John Pope DuVal and delegates were elected: A. J. Loomis, approved July 12, 1882, as amended
by the act, approved April 12, 1902;
and throat specialist of Las Vegas, will Santa Fe recently by the western Anne Fouchet DuVal, of Leesburg, Va., Ramon Armiio. D. C. Allard, Arthur
al
ManThe
NOW, THEREFORE, I, LAWRENCE
in
Film
Tallahassee.
and
of
American
Butt.
Frank
Selitnnan
the
December
15,
ho at the Palace hotel.
and spent his boyhood
'company
j
16 and 17. Hours 2 to 5 p. m.
ufacturing Company will be shown at Fla.. where his family took an im ternates selected were: Jack Donovan, O. MURRAY, Comptroller of the CurArmiio, rency, do hereby certify that THE
Calling cards are aiways useful, al- the Elks' theater. December 19, E0, portant part in the social and political Leonardo Duran, Petrolino
Rael. FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA
Ascencion
be
21
will
and
Castillo
Meliton
and
very
Mexican
of
the
New
interesting,
They
territory.
and
the
history
ways desirable,
The Democrats of Precinct 17 held FE, located in the City of Santa Fe,
can supply any itina ior vunsuuiB
coijcvmnj iv, t..,lu.
Graduating in civil engineering
and In the County of Santa Fe, and Terri- from the University of North Caro their primary in Delgado hall
Jas.
tory of New Mexico, is authorized to
coast
S.
elected
the
U.
delegates:
following
the
I
entered
he
s
1833,
in
lina,
Meeting of Chapter onigm sauia, gmythe will at tomorrow
evening
have succession for the period speciG.
Howard,
to
W.
Volney
convo-Norment,
a
hold
will
M.
Fe Chapter R. A.
0f the Santa Fe Board of and geodetic survey, rapidly rising
meetlng
fied in its amended articles of associaThe
Hunter.
Gus
and
the
Armijo
cation this evening at which officers Trade rea a paper m "Sectional Sew- - the rank of captain, achieving
Alfredo tion; namely, until close of business
o,.oo-owill be elected.
The. mooting will he held at honor of being the youngest officer alternates are: Juan Olivas,
on December 2, 1930.
Padllla.
SELECT TABLE BOARD Home the 0jfices 0f the Santa Fe Water and who up to that time had commanded Delgado, G. Sandoval and E.
No. i
Precinct
of
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF witThe
Democrats
oju
cooking. $1 per day. Also beautitutiy
wjuiu
rmnan7 nn Washington avenue a vessel in this service,
on work by this, de-- - elected the following delegates: N. B. ness my hand and Seal of office this
'furnished front room,' suitable for two aiXU,, .ni vkJy -- "nQj tn
R n- m.iVal's monograph
nt
v
IV
uuj.
lit
uo.m Laughlin, Marcelino Garcia, Adolpn second day of December, 1910.
Bath, Electric lights. Mrs.
B
gentlemen.
Killed in a Runaway Lucas partment is still m use as a lexi
LAWRENCE O. MURRAY,
P. Hill, Jose Ortiz y Baca and c.
Ave.
officers.
119
Don
its
David
of
son
Summers,
by
Caspar
Sandoval, aged 12, the
of the Currency.
Comptroller
Easley.
at
Civil
War,
New and interesting program
At the outbreak of the
Sandoval, was thrown from a wagon
(Seal)
the Eks tonight: "The Ghost of the by a runaway team at his father's he resigned his commission to enlist
Charter No. 1750. Extension No. 1767.
"The ranch at Carrizozo, eastern Mora i the Confederate .Army, entering on WILL YOU DINE WITH
Oven," "Oh! you Skeleton,"
ME TOMORROW NIGHT?
second
lieutenant,
as
of
"The
and
team
Adop
Diamonds"
Nine of
Soon after, the
county.
S.,july 19th, 1861,
Martinez ran awav erossine Carrizozo and retiring, after four years of distion." Prices 10 and 15c.
The New Mexican Printing comof Where? At the New Sanitrium Which
Go where the crowd goes that's to arroyo, and with his daughter-in-law- ,
pany has prepared civil and criminal
tingulshed service, with the rank
Bountiful
a
Provide
Will
dockets especially for the use of Justhe Elks'. Pictures always the best, yTs. D. M. Martinez and baby, he colonel. He held the chair or main
Spanish Supper.
was thrown out. All three were in- - mattes in the Tallahassee college for
tices of the peace. They are especialSee the Adoption tonight,
tomorrow
of
The pleasure
dining
some time during the dark days of
Fire at Roswell Armory Two rolls jured but not seriously.
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GBOCERY AND BAKERY
SUGAH

H4b.

s

FOR Si .00
60c.
45c.

STRICTLY FRESH (ANDREWS RANCH) Dz,
GUARANTEED FRESH KANSAS FARM Dz.
- Dz.
FRESH COLO. RANCH

GGS

35c

j

I

PURE LARD- -

BCON

31b.

:md 30c lb.
ib. 15c

24

20

75c

50c--5- 1b.

DRY SALT BACON

l, 45- - 201b.

)01b.

2.85

PREMIUM HAMS 20c lb.

j
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RELIEF FOR MEN AND WOMEN WHO SUFFER

AN EFFECTIVE

FOOT DISCOMFORT

s

ARUh OSTJPPRT.
Wonderful invention for fallen arch, worn
ordinary shoes,
I'

FKATH

JOHN PFLUEGER

-

248 San Francisco St.

Shoe Specialist
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Christmas for you

A Merry
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NECKWEAR,
GLOVES,
SUSPENDERS,
PAJAMAS.

strike something that you know will
be "JUST THE THING."
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BATH ROBE,
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DRESS 8HIRTS,

UNDERWEAR,
UMBRELLA,
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CAP.

grand display. We would "hint" that you make your selection early, while
picking is at its best. We will assist you in every way we can COME, SEE.
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